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STORY OF SACC0 AND
VANSETTI. DETAINED
IN PRISON IN U. S
Continued from I'age One.)
to the surreme
ability, appeal
judicial court of Massachusetts
and tho chances are that it will be
months before Sacco and Vanzetti
come within the shadows
actually
or the electric cnair in me sime
penitentiary under the very brow
of Bunker Hill.
Story of tho Crime.
Briefly, tho story of the crime
for which these two men were con
vlcted is as follows:
On the afternoon of April 15

SETTLEMENT OF
DISPUTE
IRISH

AUTOMOBILE

IS

HIT BY TRAIN;
GIRL IS KILLED
(By The AuorlHted Trwi.)

Fort Collins, Colo., Oct. 30. Miss
Effie Lighter, of Fort Collins, was
almost instantly killed here this
afternoon when she wag crushed

JEOPARDIZED

(Continued from fngs One.)
tion nf tho permanent mind of the
people. Few here believe that ire- land Is behind tho de Valera at
titudc. If it were so then of course
peace and reconciliation would be
afar off. But if the Irish people
want peaco they must find some
way of becoming articulate.
Tho past week as a whole has
been one of excursions ana alarms,
as wild men have in turn broken
out on the continent of Europe.
to
The attempt of the
plant himself once more on the
endHungarian people fortunately
ed in a fiasco but tho revolution
a
ists in Portugal have effected
change of government by the simof
their
prekilling
ple expedient
decessors.
Throe Other Eruptions.
Three other eruptions and
are under way. The
Poles and Russians are growling
across their loosely fortified frontiers and the Sileslan verdict of the
league of nations has led to changes in Germany which mean a reopening of the Louchem-Rathena- u
agreement for the reconstruction
of devastated France. There is la
fret general ferment Instead of
much needed solidification.
The
only evidence of returning sanity
comes from Paris, where the
French premier has spoken some
words of wisdom to the French
chauvinists.
He has reminded
them of Waterloo and Sedan, and
although the warning Is somewhat
belated it may yet restrain some
who in the name of liberty would
appear ready at an times to phv
Into the hands of license.

beneath an automobile
when a
Colorado and Southern train backed
into the automobile
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A.
1920. Frederick
I'armenter. stopped on the track towhich
avoid be(By The Associated Press.)
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of
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another
struck
train
On Board tlio Japanese) Special,
by
Shoe company of South Braintree, o ing
ing in the opposite direction on
Oct. ,30 (by the Associated Press.)
Mass., accompanied
by Alcsan-derthe
of
tracks
the Union
parallel
The (special train bearing the
Berrardelli, a special police Pacific railway.
n
man of the same Boston suouro.
Japanese delegation to tlio
C. Threlkeld another
Mrs.
David
conference moved through
wereflon their way from the bank to occupant of the car,
suffered a
Montana today with everybody in
the shoe factory with the company's sprained ankle.
Thomas Threlhave
fine humor. Nature could not
pay roll, amounting to over Jl,uuu keld, her son, driver of the car,
Two bandits held ud the paymas was uninjured.
presented more beautiful weather
According to wit
a a greeting to the distinguished
ter and the policeman, emptied nesses of the accident,
the automo
men.
their revolvers into their bodies, bile had stopped on the Colorado
(Admiral Baron Kato and Prince
killing them and got away with the and Southern
tracks
which are
hootv. It was weeks after that
Tokugawa take brisk walks when
with the Union "Pacific
the
At Alberton,
Etops afford.
Sacco was arrested charged with parallel
feet In
tracks with about
the crime. The arrest of Vanzetti tervening. With the fifty
prince and the ndmral rode on the
approach of a
while n
locomotive
Vte electric
followed some time afterwards. train on the Union Pacific
tracks,
imiviiiK picture operator filmed the
The trial took place In Norfolk Threlkeld stopped the car on the
scenery.
county, where the crime was com- Colorado and Southern tracks, not
,, Prince TokuKawa stood last nlpnt
mitted and lasted several weeks
a train approaching from
Tho date of the arrest of Sacco Is seeing
op the platform of the observation
that side. Miss lighter Jumped
time
at
car admiring the Snoqualmlo tunthe
because
the
significant
from the car, shutting the door as
George Wharton Pepper.
at wasning- she Jumped
nel in the Cascade, mountains.
department of justice
to safety.
nation-wid- e
cam
a
was
ton
At a little mountain town last
making
Then apparently afraid mat in
-"If
responsibility naien aea nst
reds ' an
nlpht where the train stopped, an rests any thespecial
the
door of the car she
ball player it is the over the country. Sacco and Van shutting
upon
Inhabitant asked a passenger, "is
had cut off the escape of Mrs.
thin the Japanese special?" when responsibility to vojur America,"! zetti were nathered in as "red" Threlkeld, who had been riding in
answered in the affirmative, he writes George Wharton Pepper, suspects. Indeed they never denied the back seat with her,
n
attorney, their connection with the radical ran toward the car and attempted
quickly asked: "Is this AVashinc-to- to prominent Philadelphia
clement and their examination at to open the door. As she reached
conference Roimr to amount
in his foreword to the mw compilaout
tion of the arguments and rules of the trial on this score formed an the car, the train backed into It,
anything We're all interested
this way."
the came, of which he is the author.' Important act in the government's throwing her to the ground beThe member of the pnrty an- "The
in the bleachers is in case in connection wltn tne "reus. neath it. Her skull was crushed. PRICE. OF MONEY
swered he did not know but hoped school boy
Comrades Aid Them.
Miss Lighter was a daughter of
even
realize
if he
IS TUMBLING IN
for much in the interest of the it," Pepper continues.doesn't
When they were arrested their the late Judge II. C. Lighter, of
whole world.
comrades in this country and Fort Collins.
UNITED STATES
'At Deer I.odtfe, the delf cation
and
abroad rallied to their support
The car was pushed thirty feet
was welcomed by Mayor Conley,
sum of $50,000 for their down the track after the train
a
raised
an
who was
(Continued from Page One.)
District Attorney Fred- struck it. Miss Lighter's body bedefense.
Judge Richard A.Galen,
E. F., in Siberia RECOMMENDATIONS
TO
oMIcer in the
who convicted ing ground beneath the overturned
erick Katzman,
was
and received a decoration from thee INCREASE
Mrs. Threlkeld and depositors of the nation hav-- put
Sacco and Vanzetti claimed he
automobile.
EFFICIENCY
Hmperor of Janan and the ,T;ipan-rssublected to a steady torrent of Thomas Threlkeld
probably owe into the banks of the country durIs
in
due
rolony. The train
villification by members of the Bos their lives to the fact that the au- ing the last few weeks.
MADE
ARE
BUREAU
OF
The federal reserve board's figWashington Wednesday.
ton Italian colony but he went tomobile was a closed car. They
with the trial without were unable to jump from the car ures show that the country now is
through
(Continued from Page One.)
flinching and Is still Insisting that before it was struck, but escaped banking money; until recently it
j
the men were legally convicted and with only slight bruises, although had been checking it all out of the
"those
unfortunate
experithere is no good reason why they they were carried In "the wrecked banks. Reports from 800 national
ESTATE NEWS BRIEFS I ences,'1 very
would be prevented by re- should escape the electric chair.
car for a distance of thirty feet. banks to the board, as of October
of
t was necessary to saw away parts 19, show that individual deposits
training
The trial attracted wide attenII
quiring completion
men arc admit- tion not alone
because of the of the car to release them, so badly subject to check rose more than
centers before
atPorlales The champion sweet ted for training.
and
was the car smashed.
$300,000,000 in two weeks
boldness of the criminals. In
potato yield for the Porta Irs valley
Miss Lighter was 48 years old. once more are back on the 'high
daylUtluctlon In Force.
tacking their victims In broadof Bosso far reported was that of G. P.
old
70
was
of
dollar
ten
billion
Threlkeld
side
of
out
Mis.
1,200
the
mark.
a
number
that only
years
light but because
Clark and Claud Jon?s, who raised thePointing
nd her son 54 years old.
6,00o employes in the bureau ton society women took a deep inThey still have more than a billion
Irom 1,300 to 1,500 bushels on four in July
An inquest will be held tomor
men. terest in their cases and firmly be
dollars to go to reach the fat balservice
were
former
acres, or about 400 bushels to the til committee declared it was "un- lieved that Sacco and Vanzetti row. Coroner H. M. Balmer, of ance of December last. But since
apre.
said
last December they have been alFort
tonight.
Collins,
to understand why the board were framed by the government
Porlales The Porta!e3 school able,
most uninterruptedly on the down
murderers
discriminates against former ser- Although tho alleged
board has sold the high school vice
men." and suggested the "im- had able local lawyers, their friends CONVENTION OF
grade. Their upward turn indicates
bonds to Denver parties for a good mediate
a further healthful advance toward
cutting down the large brought on Fred H. Moore of Calijirlce. Actual work on the new
normal business conditions.
LEGION BEGINS TODAY;
fornia, one of the counsel fov
Hchool building will probably not force of employes in Washington."
a
took
said
committee
part
Tile
that the gov- Mooney, vho
leading
Ktart before spring, but it is planKANSAS CITY CROWDED MAJ. GEN. CROWDER'S
ned to have it in readiness for the ernment had failed to obtain "re- In the defense. Tliclr Defense.
Women to
sults commensurate with the large
next term of school.
womLIFE IS THREATENED
in
(Continued From. Page One.)
rehabilitation
Among the Boston society
Ed Toner, cattle in- expenditures,"
Carlsbad
belief that en who took part in the defense
spector for this district, reports the work and expressed
the
convention
of
Glendower
Elizabeth
the
was
national
Mrs.
of
the
Oct.
30, Threats
government'?
Havana,
following cattle shipments during knowledge
Carnavan American legion.
MaJ. Gen. Enoch H. Crow-de- r
the month of October: J. M. Jones, failure prevented men "from seek- V.vann and Mrs. Cerise
of
After being escorted by a guard against
and the United States legation
twelve cars, consigned to Garden ing hospital treatment until too Jack, representing the League a.
of honor through lanes of men, in Havana, are contained In procDemocratic Control; Mrs. tenuis
City, Kansas; shipped from the late."
the visitors lamations distributed in connection
Location of hospitals' on im- Itantoul of an old Salem family, women und children,
AValon pens. T. V. PvUnyan, four
and 'Rev. W. B. Smith of the Mas- were hurried to the homes of the with the
case. The
cars, consigned to St. Joseph, Mis- proper sites was denounced.
The time has come, the commit-to- o sachusetts Federation of Churches Kansas City men, whose guests posters denounce General Crowder
from the Artesia
souri; shipped
here.
be
while
will
New
of
Eng- they
the
as a
Amerdeclared, to decrease the num- and Mra. B. Davis
of
pens. J. G. Suggs, eighteen earn,
The two men had breakfast and ican "representative and thethreaten
consigned to Kansas City markets, ber of "contract" hospitals, which land Liberty league.
bourgeolse,"
The
mass.
remainder
then
Instructheard
The
Italian
government
It
cause
were
flrlds
of
the
CarlBbad
from
James
pens.
"just
"the dagger of vengeance" agains!
shipped
ed Its counsel at Boston to watch of the forenoon they spent resting. the Americans.
Jfrothers, five cars, consigned to complaints."
at
"The peak of tho load" In hospi the trial and to see that Sacco and This afternoon General Jacques
Kansas City markets, shipped from
The police last night arrested
aerial derny.
Avalon pens. Cecil Cass shipped tal needs will not be reached un- Vanzetti were protected In all their tended the legion's
ton persons at the headquarters ol
strenuomore
a
had
Diaz
General
Irom
beltaacime
Students
car to Kansas City markets.
til 1927, tho investigators
rights.
labor organization.
The local colony of a syndicalist
K. C.
and VMIeslcv also took an active us-day.
Karchner, lieved.
were
jAlamogordo
proclamations
thousand Italians took him Terrorist
who has been assistant forester at
"We feel it necessary to empha- interest in the trial and occupied thirteen
found.
the in charge this afternoon.- Witha
tho local forest office for the pas', size as strongly as possible abso- seats in the court room at sitat
box
a
his staff he occupied
year, left Saturday with his family lute necessity of expending money county court house In Dedham,
heard Tltta RuffO,
of theater and
for their new home at Albuquercongress for the uated not far from the homeam- Italian
by
appropriated
baritone.
que. Mr. Karchner was recently hospitalization
of former service Frederick L. Simson, recently
Tonight he was guest of the local
promoted to be supervisor of th3 men without reference to insistent bassador to 'rgentine.
at dinner and was
I.tanzano forest. He will succeed but
Other well known radicals, some Italian colony
local demands, poattendpresented with a Jeweled sword.
Vard Shepard, who was recently litical interference,
international
of
reputation,
aggrandizeshowtransferred to Washington, r. C. ment nf existing government
agen- ed sessions of the court and
FOCH AVI PERSHINO
The New Mexico cies or agitation of local groups
Alamogordo
of ed a deep Intertst In the outcome.
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informed
progress
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witnesses
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fa
adjustment leading
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The report showed 3S9.425 poli- counsel
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of the defend.'Tomorrow there will be a con- life insurance policies in effect Au- the Identification
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30. Former
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Washington,
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recovered today, it was said at his way the way of Dr. King's Pill- s- ,
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for
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genth and fkmlr regulating the bowel:
"Men of Norfolk, do your duty." home, from the slight attack of
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the intestine cloggu),
which yesterday prevent
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on advice of his
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In
their deliberations,
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Chicago. Oct. 30. Seven persons, courageas was typified by the Amer- physician, Rear Admiral Carey T.
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the hour the men left their johs, including Miss Mary Green, of "such soldier
he fought and gave Grayson, Mr. Wilson remained
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notwithstanding reports to the
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battle
life
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scores were shaken tip todny when
real iso
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express of the France." He said that the one of
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Masters and John watters
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placed to obtain the., maximum ments; and Foley Cathartlo Tabnd thoroughly
degree of safety for those using It lets, a wholesome
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
have shown that the angle of 75 cleansing cathartic for constipaWe pay the freight to you
42S NOItTH FIRST STI5EJ0T.
Is
whatever
the
best,
tion, biliousness, headaches, and
degrees
the,
Sold
of
the
bowels.
ladder.
.
sluggish
height
everywhere,'

body in Fine Humor.

if

Wnsh-inKto-

Miss-Ligh- ter

HARVARD IS LOOKING
WITH ANXIETY TOWARD
ITS NEXT GRID GAME

--

r

1

(I1.T Th Amorinted PrM.)
New Yor' Oct. 30. Under the
stigma of defeat for the first time
'since 1916, Harvard's vr'diron clan
today was looking with anxiety
its game with Princeton Saturday.. Before the Centre cullege
eleven of Danville. Ky., one of the
smallest colleges n the south, Harvard went down to a 6 to 0 defeat
Saturday.
defeated bv Navy
Princeton,
academy, 13 to 0, and Chicago 9
to 0 this year, crawled out of the
depths on Saturday and defeated
Virginia 34 to 0.
Penn
State displayed
great
strength In both attack and defense, and defeated Georgia Tech,
28 to 7.
Yale has come through the season without defeat.
Brown was
the victim Saturday, 45 to 7.
The highly efficient Pittsburgh
eleven threw a dashing offensive
against Pennsylvania's line and
d

foJIIJl? ftp, If f
A miracle of modern science offering to every family in
this community a better heated home at lower cost.

triumphed, 28 to 0,
Cornell crushed Dartmouth 69
to 7.
Navy added Bethany tolts victims. 21 to 0, while the Military
academy reserves toyed with Susquehanna, 83 to 0.

CalorIC heating' ia based on ths natural law that warm air rises and
cool air falls. In obedianca to this law, CalorIC heat flows naturally
to every part of tha building, without resistance without waste.

Japanese Is one of the easiest
languages of the world to pro
nounce. Most of the words end in
vowels and none of tha consonants
offer rny difficulties.

'st.

Uniform heat distribution fuel
Ing of to 14 convenience clt an.
healthful heat are features tha:
have made CalorIC the most popu
heating plant in the world. Mi.-- 'i
than 125,000 users.

The CalorIC heats old or new homes
of 18 rooms or less. Installed in a
day. No plumbing, no alterations,
no pipes to freeze. The written
guarantee of the largest manufacturer of warm air furnaces in the
world, and our personal guarantee,
assure your satisfaction or money

pciM
CIGARCTTf

back.

Investigate and learn the advantages
no sr.

Bl32t. of CalorIC heat for your home
Tha M.S. Co,

fnoastecl

e,IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT'"
First &rd Copper Phone 74

Notice this delicious

flavor when you

ISolleminkCTS
and
2100 S. Second St.

GALLUP

MIMKOGRAPn
TYPEWRITER
CARBON PAPERS

r

208

lLaL.

5 he

thing

er

G.E. Fletcher

Monument Works

LUMBER

route.
EGG

Phone 251

TEMPLE LODGE N O. 6, A. F. & A. M.
Office of the Secretary
Masonic Temple
Mr. E. T. Chase,

Albuquerque, N. M., October 29, 1921.
,
Albuquerque, N. M.
My Dear Mr. Chase:
After mature deliberation, the house committee of Temple Lodge
No. 6 unanimously agreed that the Sand Stprm Jazz orchestra would
not be allowed to play for any dance ox Entertainment given in the
Masonic Temple" building.
This ruling is not only that of the house committee, but is also
that of the Master of Temple Lodge No. 6.
,
Very respectfully,
JOHN MILNE,
Chairman, House Committee.
JOSEPH E. SOLKO,
Master, Temple Lodge No. 6.
'

I

v

Sh'riners will note that the above order is the result of a Union
Storrn Orchestra.
Boycott against
In spite of the fact that Ballut Abyad Temple pays $3,000 a year
rental in Masonic Temple, we are constrained to obey the above
'
order from the authorities in charge. v
the-San-

d

BUT'

inter-ferl- n

a.

0

We have it on
track, in bins, en

JEWETT FIRE. BRICK

West Gold Ave

;

and Coughi

Pr.Kin6fsPms

r.

LUMP AND

1

I have been served with the following letter from the Master
and House committee of Temple Iodge:

Dr. King's
New Discovery

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
JOURNAL OFFICE

422 Boutli

SHRINERS, ATTENTION!

Doat cough.

rllr1

J

Aztec Fuel Company

Anderson
STATIONERS

their-frien-

Stomach and Bowels

.

er

i iiK i.uMnr.K co.
Irst Street.
I'hone 403

SUGARITE AND BRILLIANT

PRINTERS
BINDERS

-

More

1U47--

Glass-Lumb-

bai.dk

Albright

ce

H. CARNES

Xel.

V

"

Duluth-Chicac-

a. c.

U elders.

COAI

Sacco-Vanzet- tI

For Colds

Wind Shield

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.

smoke Lucky Strike
it's sealed in by
the toasting process

for-pai-

'

The Shrine Dance Will Be Held as Per Schedule,
Night, October 31, at 9 P. M. (Formal)
IN THE WOMAN'S CLUB

AND-

Monday

-

WITH

TH1? SANDSTORM JAZZ ORCHESTRA

All Shriners are cordially urged to attend this dance. Remember the place, Woman's Club. Building, West Gold Avenue.
All Shriners, With or Without Union Cards, Are Welcomed

E. T.CHASE, Potentate.

October 31, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

HARDING SPEECH
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Book

BIRMINGHAM
ir.

Common-Sens- e

e

of

the
Says

Age-Heral-

I

r

Race

Solution
Problem,

d.

BY C. M. STANLEY,

Diftuntrb to Mornlnr JnnrnaU
Cnnvrls-h-t
11)21 liv AHlliatM-rfill.liuirnnl)
THrmlnehnTn. A In.. Oct 3(1
Tie.
(Hneclnl

ports which attribute to the people
c( Birmingham hostility to the re
marks of President Harding Wed
nesday on the race question are
evidently premature and
ored. When the president tinted
equality of economic and political
opportunity for the white and
black races he also said that men
of both races may well stand un
compromlsinRly against every sug
gestlon of social equality. And he
emphasized the fact that every

economic and political
equality
to the
should be proportioned
honest capacities and desserts of the
These views are
Individuals.
'
with the
accord
' '
t onlv In Birming
ham Kr
hp entire south. There
been misunder
),.,,-- I;: or Kv ' as
mass physchology

,,

n

'

i'

.

.

-

'

i

i.
;

it i

!,,) misinterpretation
on or certain

vonfi

'c

audience

which

ine president speak.
Crowd Could Not Hear.
'.'It was estimated there were
:..u

be-

The second
Mencken's

edition

of

so
There is no man In America
well qualified to write broadly and
easily on any possible subject as
ho is. He has decided opinions on
rusic and his frequent reference
to Johann Sebastian, together with
his neat disposition of opera quite
establish him as a thinker in that
direction.
"Hadyn, Mozart, Beethoven and
Wagner. .'. .were by no means the
wildest revolutionaries of their
best mu
davs. but they were-th- e
sicians. They didn't try to improve music by purging it of any
of the elements that made it music; they tried, and with success,
to give each element a new force
and a new significance. Berlioz I
dare say, knew more about the
orchestra than Wagner: "he surely
went further than Wagner in
reaching out for new orchestral
effects. But nothing he ever wrote
has a fourth of the stability and
He
value of 'Die Melstersinger.'
was so intrigued by his
that he forgot his music."
Many more of the essays In "Prejudices" are in this calm expository manner. Others are made of
that original stuff first manufactured by Mencken which Is now In
vogue with so many young writers
His
interior.
4n the American
chaffing way of writing can bring
forth a writhe or two from a
and
Schmalgeslcht
cause a smile to flicker over the
dissome
of
a
features of
person
tone-colo-

rs

lectual

n.

Jazz-ban-

Le-bo- n'

Age-Hera- ld

;

CONCERNED

AW ISSUANCE

INJUIION

v

1
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John Dos Passos, author of the
Doran book "The Three Soldiers" and a contributor of verse
to many of the current magazines,
Is at present traveling
in Spain.
Will he perhaps bring us" back a

I.

H.

tween 30.000 and 40.000 people In
Capitol park during the address.vlt
was physically imposslDle ror inem
(to hear " what the president was
A section on one side was
.saying.
reserved for 'negroes and the sec- crimination. ., .
tion was filled almost to suffoca-tip"....the waltz. .Ah, the waltz
Indeed! It Is sneaking, Insidious,
turned
Vverv t!m the nresldent
disarming, lovely. It does its work,
toward them they cheered as only Inot like a college yell or an ex
a
cheer
can
republican
negroes
plosion in a munitions pianc, dui
Most of thern couldn't like the rustle of the trees, the
president.
on
ThoBe
murmur of the Illimitable sea, the
hear a word being said.
the other side who likewise could sweet gurgle of a pretty girl....
d
their
In
and fetches only vulturn
the
hear
began
fjpt
many of them thinking garians, barbarians, Idiots, pigs.
said
But there Is a mystical something
perhaps that the president had
very pleasing to his In 'Welner Blut' or 'Kunstler
something
that
true
is
It
hearers.
that fetches even philosocolored
there Is and probably always will phers."
be those in the south and elsewhere
An excellent passage of the
who are Jealous of any suggestion book deals with Roosevelt. It is
Some
race.
the
to
"Roosevelt: An Autopsy,''
called
qf Justice
nejro
of them were probably in Wednesand it Is obviously destined to asnot
sure school teachers that the great
day's audience, but they do
represent Birmingham, nor do they hero whose life and works they
represent, Alanama.
preach was indeed a far different
It Is a fair assertion that the person than the hallowed idol they
daily newspapers of Birmingham would have. The autopsy discloses
reflect the sentiment of the people one or two interesting little comHere is what the plications.
of Birmingham.
said editorially on the
Ardent southerners will do well
to read "The Sahara of the Des
speech:
president's
a
offered
: "President
Harding
ert." It Is possible that one zany
practical, common sense solution In each state south of the Mason-Dixo- n
of the race problem. His views co-in
line will appreciate the truth
incide with the best thought
of the statements therein. Cabell,
be
will
with his tales of Poictesme, is the
thisjmrt of the countryHeand
spoke on only southern man of letters.
cordially approved.
of
humanity
broad
grounds
Since the best way to insure
the
"titid an equality of opportunity but against the reading of "spurious"
he drew a sharp distinction be- - writings is to publish the sources
tween economic and social recog- of the same, (e. g.: the recent
Record
expose),
n!"Southern leaders, white and Congressional
some will find food for cogitation
black, have already accepted the in "The Appendix on a Tender
doctrine laid down by Presiden. Themo," which closes the series
Harding.
of ' Prejudices.
Politics In Race Question ,
America-- would do well to cnltl- poli' "It.
that
denied
be
cannot
vate Menckenlzlng as one of its
agwith
do
to
much
had
tics has
more violent Indoor sports.
question in the
gravating the race
the cry of 'black dominasov.th.
tion' has served demagogues ever
since the civil war and continues to
do so. This is due largely to the
fact that negroes have been closely
identified with the attempts of the
republican party to gain a foothold
in the south and have been used
time and again by politicians for
their own selfish ends."
rsews, arter
The Birmingham
pointing out that tne president
view
southern
OF
'has expressed the
point," proceeds:
..rri, .ntv, win have no ouarrel
with President Harding upon his
address. If the speech was greet Judge Anderson Today
ed in. a measure or Biieuwe
iUOUdunc
,,.vi etntpments from
Hand Down An Order Di
dui
and
president would be astounding
and
were
thinking
recting That Unionizing
the people
it was not a matter lor
Efforts Be Discontinued
,,hD.i-in- i
tint for study.
H.n.v,
.ntnrpi contingent was
because (Speclnl Cormnondcnre to The Journal.
vnclferous
,v.oi
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. SO. Is
some of his sentences they did not
understand and that is suance tomorrow of Federal Judge
thoroughly
..iT.
niv,.r in the utterance. If A. B. Anderson's Injunction direct
toward stopping efforts of the
hmii
the negro leaders make
," t& ed
it plain
United Mrhe Workers toward or
oughly and can
the Williamson coal field
then
their
. ,. me """V?"";" ganizing
,
... . people
In West Virginia, was awaited to
Will 06 Cirtiicuj iu
tho irrpiit trouble is with day by union chiefs, coal operators
t i
and lawyers with anxiety and un
many of the colored leaders that
they are given to mm."s hive not certainty as to the probable scope
which
they
ot tno order.
on matters
None would attempt to forecast
thoroughly digested.
imnroseion
the
probable scope or effect of
a
made
n..AciiM.t'n
Address
ink.
Judge Anderson's order, which is
do
it
will
and
profound impression in the years to be Issued in the suit of the Bor
'vnst deal of good
derland Coal corporation, charging
tne union operators in organized
Post
The afternoon Birmingham
- neias with a conspiracy to restrain
edltorialnote
.minds a dissenting
coat markets of the country.
h fnUnwlni? language:
i..
under
jucige Anderson was
In common with many others
stood
to contemplate as part of his
who havj told the south how to oraer a statement, declaring that
meet the negro question, Presidentm he regarded himself compelled to
versed
issue it because of the refusal of
Harding is thoroughlyactualities
of
resident John Lewis, of the m n
theory, but of the
ers1 Organization to ston efforts to- racial relations ne is ayy
a
,tltr
ward unionizing the West Virginia
?The Post can understand and ueias.
appreciate the silent resentment
with which the president's words
weve heard by his white audience, MEMBERS OF LINCOLN
"The speech bore all the earmarks of a political maneuver and POST NUMBER 3 LEAVE
wis spoken not to tne inrongs
FOR THE CONVENTION
him, but to the east and the
-

BOOK ENDS

new

II,"
"Prejudices
(Knopf), Is just off the press, and
I have read the book again. Dr.
Mencken is a critic of everything.

noise-makin- g,

1

I

Second Scries of
Essays on Many Things.

jy

tale, of
Senoritas?

bull-figli-

cX"'Jh
V

J
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Roosevelt literature still con
tinues to appear. This month we
have reminiscences by his sister,
Mrs. Douglas Robinson, under the
title "My Brother Theodore Roosevelt" (Scribner) and later in the
autumn JJUIe, Brown , and com
pany are to bring out "Roosevelt:
llM
Til hiii
ISkaMJMI
The Happy Warrior," written by
A dally matinee for the benefit one of his
Harvurd
classmates,
of Harold Bell Wright fans is be- Bradley Oilman, of Boston.
store
book
held
at
ing
Strong's
where the voice of the popular novVery few husbandB and wives can
elist may be heard reading from lay claim to having Lest sellers apOld
"Helen
of
the
his latest book.
pear on the same month's record of
House" (Appleton),
leading boohs, as can Kathleen and
The reading is made possible by Ch..rlcs G. Norris with their
books, "The Beloved Wophonograph records which have
been distributed by the publishers man,'' (Doubleday) and "Brass: A
Mr. Wright Novel of Marriage,"
to all booksellers.
(Dutton).
reads several excerpts from the B th volumes were brought out onmost Important chapter In the ly last month and Judging by the
story. The book is finding a rous- cordial reception which they have
ing welcome from the Wright pub- had, bthIn are' destined to climb
lic. The three editions printed al- steadily
populaniy during the
ready within a month of publica- coming weeks.
tion are reported by the publishers
"Manslaughter," Alice Duer Milto be of record size, with a fourth
ler's romance which kept Saturday
in prospect.
Mr. Wright, following his stay in Evening Post fans in a state of susNew York at the time of the publi- pense for several weeks when it ran
cation of "Helen of the Old House," tl.ere as a serial, is to be brought
haa returned to his desert home at out in book form soon by Dodd,
dramatic
Tucson, Ariz. His trip west was Mead. It is rumored that been
arwas diversified by taking tho route production has already
ranged for and that the play will
bv water from Baltimore, around be.
near
seen on Broadway in the
the West Indies, through the canal, future.
up the coast to California and home
by motor to Arizona.
The high praise with which critics greeted A. S. M. Hutchinson's
nenovel, "If Winter Comes,"
published by Little, Brown, has
AT THE LIBRARY
aroused interest In the author who
until now has not been before the
reading public since 1914. During
Scaramouchc, By Rafael Sabatlnl. the war Hutchinson was busy servA romance of the days of the ing as an officer in France. Behis experiences were
fore that
French revolution. The hero,
Moreau, to avenge the varied. Born in India, the son of
death of his friend at the hands a British general, he has been medthat ical student, magazine editor, Jour
of a rich noble, adopted
he now
friend's revolutionary creed and nalist and novelift. What issuccessor
used his own great powers of doing? Working on the
eloquence to further the repub- to "If Winter Comes."
lican cause. During four crowded
MILITARY CONTROL.
years of adventure he was suc
Petrograd, Oct. 80. Local aucessively lawyer, politician, swordsman, buffoon, and in each of thorities have placed this port un
these roles h's path repeatedly der military control in an effort
crossed that of his sworn enemy. to prevent pilfering, smuggling of
It was also one of the fates iron- liquors and intoxication. Offend
ies that they should love the same ers will be punished by a court
woman. More than once as the martial. This step was made nec
concealing
lines of their lives crossed his essaryby workmen
of
flour and
grain,
enemy's fate was In his hands, but quantities
in
other
their
clothing
products
Andre's nobility of character prevented him from pressing his ad when they left work.
love
In
end
and
the
vantage.
FIRE LOSS $10,000.
happiness crowned his adventures.
Falrbury, Neb., Oct. 30. Fire toIs
a
Scaramouch
day totally destroyed the buildings
story of the
and stock of the Joslin Lumber
kind, a lineal decendant of the company here with a loss of $4'.-00novels of Dumas the elder and a
The origin of the fire is
contemporary of the tales of tho
Scarlet Pimpernal.
WHIIHHUiHl

-
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Miss Itiln Rett, By Zona Gale.
NOTICE.
Miss Lula Bett depicts middle
western life. In a small town with
The
partnership of M. W.
her brother-in-laand her mar- Thompson and E. C. Morgan under
ried sister she lives, never strong the name of Builders' Supply comenough to take a Job, yet able to pany, has been dissolved and the
do all the house work and serve business will be carried on in the
as a family drudge. Into her i future by M. W. Thompson personcheerless
comes mtirriage. ally. All obligations of the part
life
Apparently an escape from these nership are assumed by M. W.
drab surroundings, it develops Thompson and all accounts owing
Into her great tragedy until, fin- to the partnership will be collected
M. W. THOMPSON.
ally, through patient, enduring by horn.
E. C. MORGAN.
heroism, comes her release.
.

w

ill!

DYHOOPER

recom-menuatio-

sort. Diana Cameron, southerner,
proud and idealistic, and the possessor of a golden voice, for
years remained faithful to the
memory of a man whose face
first seen In a fog, flashed upon
her three times afterwards, when
about to yield to rich and Importunate suitors.
After years of
struggle to support herself In
New York, she came back to her
uncle's
impoverished
Mississippi
estate; burdened with debt and
her voice for a tlpie gone. There,
finally she met and married the
owner of the face.
While this
book Is prlmarlally a love story
it has its realistic pictures of life
ana people, especially those of
the cotton plantation.

Cuticura Soap
The Safety Razor

Shaving Soap
Ei1mia.

ratlrnrft 3op HavM wltfeoatmoff.

IT'S

A

GRANT)

REMEDY

OLD

can't keep strong and well
without sleep. Whether your rest
is broken by a painful hacking
cough or Just an annoying tickling in tho throat, the system becomes weakened
and rundown,
Mrs. K. D. Drake,
Chllds. M4.
writes: "After an attack ot the 'flu'
I was left with a severe
cough.
You

Nothing relieved me until I used
Foley's Honey and Tar, which I can
highly recommend." It covers irritated membranes with a healing
and soothing
loosens
coating,
phlegm and clears air passages.
Sold everywhere.

Only One Real Stove
For Soft Coal " I
CIRCULATION, NOT RADIATION IS WHAT YOUR
HEALTH REQUIRES FROM A HEATER

K. OF C. IN
CHICAGO WILL PARADE
IN HONOR OF FOCH

100,000

(By The Asuoelnted

Tress.)

Chicago, Oct. 30. One hundred
thousand Knights of Columbus will
parade in honor of Marshal Foch
in Chicago next Sunday, Edward
Houlihan, supreme director of the
Knights of Co' :mbus, announced
today following a conference of
national executives and
district deputies of the organlza- tion.
Marshal Foch wired the Knights
of Columbus,
through Supreme
Knight James A. Flaherty in Washington, today:
"I em eager to visit Chicago and
look forward to spending Sunday
with the Knights of Columbus,
whose pilgrimage to France last
year will be an ever cherished
mid-we-

st

Nl

pnaal

WIFE BEATFU KILLED.
Chicago, Oct. 30. James Bea-sawas shot and killed today by
Mrs. Marlon Dillon, his sister-in-lawhile he was alleged to have
been beating his wife at Mrs. Dil
lon's home after Mrs. Beasant had
refused to go home and live with
him. Mrs. Dillon, police said, will
be booked on a murder charge.
nt

During a bull fight In Madrid a
and
bull leaped the barricades
gored a printer who specialized in
posters.
bull-fig-

Ideal for SCHOOLS, STORES, HALLS, LODGES and
CHURCHES. Built like a furnace. Ball bearing grates.

II

To

Special

Women

There are differences in stoves which can add much to your comfort this
winter.
Don't make the mistake of again buying one of the old style heaters which
aided a chain of colds for your family last year.
Let the modern Moore Circulating three-wa- y
purify the air in your home and
keep an even temperature throughout.
In ordinary stoves it has never been possible to burn the gas of soft coal, and
the greater part of its heating power has been lost. Moore's Firepot is constructed specially to burn all the Gas, the Smoke and the Soot of soft coal,
making it as valuable for heat as hard coal.
Perpendicular flues extend from the bottom to the top, on the side of the fire
box. These are connected by narrow slots with the inside. The air which
is admitted through the draft slide is drawn up the flues and discharged
through the slots against the sides of the coal; the heat frees the gas from
the coal, which immediately mixes with the air and bursts into flame. The
smoke passing out of the chimney is white, showing that all the
g
quantities in the coal have been consumed. The fire burns around the sides
of the firepot, and gradually consumes the coal toward the 'center. There
are no ashes between the fire and pot, so that a great heat radiates through
the firepot.
In ordinary stoves the fire burns from the bottom and center toward the top
and outside; the gas is driven up the chimney and wasted, and the ashes and
fuel prevent heat from radiating to the oven. Through the invention and use
of Moore's Firepot the heating value of soft coal or slack is nearly doubled.
The cheapest grade of slack coal can be used in this stove with the same success and satisfaction as the best grade of lump.

The most economical cleansing and
germicidal of al) antiseptics Is

C7j
A soluble

Antiseptic Powder

to be dissolved in water as
needed.

As a medicinal antlseptio
for
douches in treating catarrh, inflammation or ulceration of nose,
throat, and that caused by feminine Ills it has no equal. For ten
years the Lydla E. Pink ham Medicine Co. has recommended Pax-tin- e
in their private correspondence with . women, which proves
Its superiority.
Women who' have
been cured say It is "worth Its
weight in gold." At druggists. 60c
large bo, or by mall. The Paxton
Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

heat-givin-

Lantern of Love, By Delia
Maclcod.
This story is a return to sentiment and romance of the old
.

)SkP'MO ORES
(v

ANTI-CATIB-
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The Five - Passenger, Six - Cylinder
Buick Touring Car in Albuquerque,
$1,775.

BUY A BOO

A

WEEK

The actual compass of any life Is
small; in most of our towns and
by Adjutant General Paul and Gov- cities it is alarmingly so. What the
ernor McKelvle
and bearing the towns and cities lack can be found
-Home Post," in books. There Is a' book for every
legend rersning's
members of Lincoln post number 3 mooa, irone cares for books: one
of the American Legion left on a can Journey the world around by
special train today for the national merely going to the libra! y or book
convention of the legion at Kan- store. Books are as essential to
sas City. At Nebraska Citv the the real life of the child or parLincoln men were to be joined by ent as meat and drink. Have you
.ari uune, wnose name will be a table spread for your child where)
presented by Nebraska for national he may be trained ud in that from
commander.
General Pershing is which he will not
when he
a member of Lincoln post, being in is old the habit of depart
reading books?
itiated nere on tne occasion of his
We stock all the old time standvisit following Jila return home ards for the child: Mother Goose,
from France.
Jessie Wilcox Smith illustrations;!
Mrs. D. M. Butler and Miss May Chllds Garden of Verse, Stevenson;
Pershing, sisters of General Persh- Aesops Fables, Alice in Wonder-- j
ing, and his son Warren, will leave land, Robinson Crusoe. Grimms &
tomorrow for Kansas City.
Anderson's
Fairy Tales, Hawthorne's Wonderbook, Nights With
Uncle Remus. Little Lord Fauntle-ro- y
MEMBERS OF CLERGY
a few from the many to select
WELL .REPRESENTED
from. '' Then there are the standof books for boys and
IN OFFICERS' CORPS ard series
girls Little Women, the Little
The
Elsie Books, The LitColonel,
Washington, Oct. 80. Members tle Pepper Books. For the boys
of the clergy, the great majority Biographies, adventure books. Boy
of them with war experience and Scout Book, etc
army chaplain
graduates of
From the best selling new book
are list: Helen of the
schools at home or in France,
Old House,
'
FREIGHT MOVEMENTS.
well represented in the officers Wrltrht. 1? Th TOolnvari Woman.
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 30.
of
About
six
the army,
corps
Morris, $1.75; Outlines of History,
Freight movements again are re- hundred commissions as reserve Wells, one volume, 15; Her Fathturning to normal In and out of army chaplains' have been Issued. er'! Daughter, Porter, $1.75: Alice
i&n Antonio on the I. & O. N. railThey include five majors, sixty Adams, Tarkington, $1.75; Pcaccn
road, according to announcement captains and the remainder first Conference,
Lansing, 12.60.
'
4
todny Jjy railway officials.
lieutenants,
STROXG'S BOOK STORE.

HANDSOMEST

Buick Service, In The
Bui6k Garage, By
Buick Mechanics

re

was a tactless address and a
violation of the proprieties of the
circumstances of the president's
viif to Birmingham."
mo mraia
n - An momenttooithis
view, how;ln contrast an incident
of the
ever, consider
Wednesday In
presidential rara.d.0
with
Birmingham's
connection
One
celebration.
of"the units In the parade was the
"1S71 club," citizens who came to
Birmingham the year of the town's
Incorporation and who have lived
here during the entire fifty years
o the city's history.
George B.
Ward, former mayor of Birmingwas
old
two'
ii 1871
years
ham
when his parents came to BirmingA negro barber named
ham.
FCank McCree came to Birmingsame year 'and opened a
the
ham
shop which he has operated consince.
Ward
Mayor
tinuously
dfbve his .own car along with the
club in Wednesday's parade,
ait sitting on tho back seat of the
riif at his Invitation was Frank
McCree. That Is a fair example of
the attitude of the worthy men of
each race toward each other in
Birmingham.

dark-eye- d

Mr. Dawson, whose latest novel,
"The Kingdom Round the Corner,"
in sales any of
is tar
his earlier romantic
stories, its
third large edition is now off the
press, has Just 'sailed for France,
with his wife and family. He plans
to spend a year abroad, going first
to Cannes lor several months to
finish a novel on which he is now
working, and later making his way
alone into Russia. While in Europe
he will again visit the scenes whlcn
he described last spring in his little book entitled "It Might Have
Happened to You."

f

irit

and

tember than any other month this
year, or any September on record.
Contemplated projects for Sepnorthtember, In the twenty-seve- n
eastern states, tho report said,
amounted to 10,4n5, with a valua(By The Associated l'rtn,)
tion of $31S,030,fiOO. Actual buildRAILROAD
30.
6ct.
Efforts
ing contracts awarded wero 8,141,
Washington,
to
solve
the with a valuation of $246,183,800.
of the administration
unemployment problem, Interrupted by the threatened rail strike, ADMIRAL BEATTY IS
ACT
are being redoubled, officials de
WELCOMED TO CHICAGO
clared tonight. Secretary Hoover,
officials Bald, is expected to call a
standnext
of
the
week
n? The Amiocintrd Freu.)
meeting
Says the Labor Board, After ing
committee of the national conAdmiral
Chicago, Oct. 31.
ference on unemployment to begin Beatty, first sea lord of the BritHaving Its Teeth Pulled, the
study of phases of the question ish fleet, arrived today, accomWas Told.to Bite Those In line
with the perfection of per- panied by Admiral Hugh Rodman
measures
manent
for Insuring of the United States navy and
Who Interrupt Traffic.
work for the wage earners.
staff. He was given an enthusiasIn connection with tho
tic welcome by Chioagoans and
(By The Auoclated fmi.)
to
tho
conference
of
American
Legion
delegates en
30. The trans
Chicago, Oct.
Increase
routo
to the national convention.
through pubportation act needs legislative dent- lic works,employment Hoover
made
Lord
is
who
chief naval
Secretary
Beatty,
istry to provide against future rail
road strikes, Ben W. Hooper, vice public reports from the twenty-Bnve- n adviser of the British delegation
states comprising the north- at the conference on limitation of
chairman of the railroad labor
section, showing the award armaments, expressed high hopes
board, today asserted in an address. eastern
of
more
building contracts in Sep for its sucress.
"In my Judgment congress should
not have perpetrated the irony of
pulling tho board's teeth and then
telling it to go forth and bite those
who interrupt traffio and strangle
commerce," he said.
"The transportation act says that
the carriers and employes 'shall'
confer and negotiate for the settle-meot their disputes, that if they
do not agree they 'shall' take the
matter up to the railroad labor
board, and that the board 'shall' decide the dispute.
"Just here the law ceases to be
imperative. It provides that if the
board, on Inquiry, finds that its
decision has been violated, 'It may
make public its decision in such
manner as It may determine.'
"In other words, the board may
point the finger of scorn at the vlo- lator, and call down upon Its head
the denunciation of tmT public."

EFFORTS TO COPE WITH
THE JOBLESS PROBLEM
ARE BEINGJtEDOUBLED

FAULT IS FOUND

L. Mencken's

Prejudice: II., by H. L. Mencken Knopf.

President Offers a Practical,

i

HEAR BIG WRITER
READ LATE NOVEL

PREJUDICES

STIRS COUNTRY

I

i

Writers and New Volumes

Corner-Abo- ut

Page Threo

(Br The Auoclated Press.)
Neb.. Oct. 30. Heaed

Lincoln.

arid

HANDIEST

al

.station.
It'll save you time, money and disappointment. We accept work on Buick cars only,
f ,. Our mechanics
are Buick trained. Their experience, and our large stock of parts, reduces
repairs and adjustments to a minimum expen- -.
diture of time and money. There's no experi- -'
menting. Our men KNOW. It's their whole
business.
You can get authorized Buick service in this
Com'territory only at the McCollough-Buic- k
.

i

pany.

,

One out of every three cars
owned in New Mexico (other
than Fords) is a Buick.

1

V

.

.

Revolving fire pot prevents burning out of this important part.
Ball bearing grates in all Moore
heaters and base burners make for
'
ease of operation.

Get your Buick service at the McCollough-Buic- k
Company,, authorized Buick service

McCollough-Buic- k

Co.

'
C. E. ODEN, Prop.
Fifth and Gold
Phone 1200
When Better Automobiles Are
.

Built Buick Will BuH

Moore's Base Burner will add to tho appearance
of any home, uo matter how expensively it may bo
furnished,

...

Tho PATENT ASH CARRIER, which enables yon
to drop tho ashes directly in to tho cellar, is found
in Moore's Base Burner exclusively.
All porta are surface ground and fit together air- '
tight.. Mica doors and all Joints are fitted with un.
usual cure. Tho stove is under perfect control at
all times and there is absolutely no waste of fuel.
Tho firepot Is straight and affords a large fire surface on the grate.. The large circular flue Is fclinost
entirely surrounded by hot metal, which makes an
extra large heating surface.
, The heat Is forced to the extremes of the base In
such a way as to Insure a free and unrestricted
flow of air. All pisses are carried back Into the
combustion chamber, so that every particle of heat
value is utilized and all waste prevented.
'

The peculiar construction of Moore's Base
Burner, with its extra large heating surface, gives twice as much heat as you can
get from any other Base Burner with the
same amount of fuel. And the - EXTRA
HEATER PIPE enables you to heat yonr
upstairs as well as the lower floor with
tho one stoves

THE EXCHANGE

120 West Gold Avenue

'Bt!Y SELL OR TRADE"
L. and E. L. McSPADDE.V, Proprietors.

Phone

v
1111

VOIRE DAME. ONE OF STRONGEST TEAMS

00RFIE11G
CAUSED

IN

WEwST LAST

XPH

DEFEAT

rr-r-

SHIFT PLAYS IN

YEAR, LOOMING AGAIN

Z

1

Championship
By

?'M

$;w':

Chadwink Praises
the Work of Muggins As
Manager; Has Built Up a

Camp Also Finds That
Asset.

m

rilADWICK.
GlORE
IMnpntrh tn Morning Jmirnnl'

lea from the Giants, was successfu
In bringing
ttt first American
league championship to New York.
That brings up some Inside history
which wag recalled to the recollection of a former official of the National league, when he saw in print
today that Muggins had bee" criticised for not winning the world's
series.
'
"It seems strange to me," the former official said, "that tliey cunnot
let thai man alone. He is one of tlie
l,
most competent managers in
to my mind, and 1 tell you the
National
league raved when It
found he had been lost, to the
American league."
According to the story of thl:
former baseball man, news of Hug
gins' transfer from the National i...
the American league, wus receive'I'
In the older organization with a
of derogatory criticism, for anj
body, no matter who it may hav
been, who was responsible for
of Hugging to the rlva,
It is said that sonn
organization.
of them went to the head of the
and
yet the
complained,
league
head of the league had no more to
do with it than the club owners,
nor no much for if the club owners had heen smart they might
hve asked permission to deal with
Hugglns.
One club In particular did not
like It. That club happened to be
the New York National league club
which feared that Huggins might
some day be a managerial rival
There
who would make trouble.
were many opinion spilled that
so
valuaMo
Huggins might become
to the American league that the
bo
Giants
of
the
might
prestige
threatened. That talk
seriously
was not shouted from a bench in
Bryant park, but plenty of it could
be heard.
Nobody did anything to prevent
Hugglna from changing allegiance.
There was supposed to be enougn
cash among the National league
owners to prevent such a thing
from happening. The trouble was
that too few in the National league
were aware of the ability possessed
ty the little man who has Just won
Ills first championship.
Whether Huggins has taken away
any of the prestige of the Giants is
a question. It is certain that he
has built up a championship clu'.
He has attracted thousands of
spectators to see his team who
never went to American league
games before. True, there Is Babe
Ruth to ba taken into consideration
and due credit is being given him.
but if Kuth could be held to playing winning ball for the New York
club Huggins had played his part
of the game right.
Not once during the world's series or afterwards did Huggins offer the slightest alibi as to why his
club did not win. If they failed,
all he would say was that his play-er- a
would be back the next day doing their best, and they were. umHuggins didn't criticise the
and pave the way for an alibi
pires
In case of defeat, nor did he hold
any player of his team responsible In public print for anything that
did not go to suit him. His course

M.

if

mi-I-

V

k

baBe-bal-

Lett to right are: "Hector Carver Capt "Eddie" Anderson and
Johnny MohardU

made a lot of friends for him and
IUH

L1UU.

Huggins has a following because
he has marched quietly along doing his best and his efforts have
been accepted bv those who don't
see any sense in blowing everybody
off the map every two or three
weeks.
That the Yankees failed to win
was not so much due to short comings on the part of their pltch-was to bad fielding In the two gam.s
which derided the series. Defeats
of that kind do not lay responsibility on the manager for incorrect
use of his pitchers.
There nrs
many who think Huggins used his
be expectas
could
well
as
pitchers
ed in view of the fact that no Had
bi t two on whom he could depend.
However, the fact remains that
Huggins whose loss to the National
eu
league was so deplored, h:a
successful and has increase.! attendance at the games by the hou
sands. If the National league
feared Hueglns would prove a thorn
in their flesh, they were right, for
he has proved that any Amerlof.n
league club can drew even more
spectators than a National league
club.

MEW INVASION OF THE
UKRAINE IS REPORTED
Warsaw. Oct. 29 (by the AssocThe soviet legation
announced today that there has
been a new Invasion of the Ukraine
under tho direction ot General
leader.
Pctlura,
frorruPolish territory. Gusatin and
Grodek have been taken by the
Petlura troops and a battle Is rag
ing at Kamenetz-PodollsSoviet authorities here have de
mani'.ed an explanation from the
Polish foreign office.
iated Press.)

4 ELEVENS ARE
IN CLOSE

RAGE

FOR TOP PLACE
Wisconsin, Ohio State, Chi
cago and Iowa Football
Teams Are Undefeated:
Important Game Saturday
(By The AnnnclBtrit

Chicago, Oct. 30.

I'rem.)

With the west

em conference football season half
way ended, four elevens are swinging into the championship-decidin- g

struggle with even chances of
closing in first place, Wisconsin,
Ohio state, Chicago and Iowa are
underrated.
The standing follows:
Won. Lost.
3
0
Wisconsin
2
0
Ohio state
0
2
Iowa
u
2
Chicago
1
1
Michigan
2
2
Minnesota

Indiana
Purdue

0
0

1
2
3

Northwestern
..0
3
.0
Illinois
Saturdays' games were rather
colorless, Wisconsin's 35 to 0 victory over Minnesotad being porhaps
than bad
a little more
been predicted and Michigan's 3 to
0 margin over Illinois a little closer
than some had expected. None of
the games had any effect on the
championship race other than t
the conviction that the
It is the habit of bees to place strengthen
will prove close.
their honey in the coolest place in fight
most
One
of
the
games
the hive and the young Insects In of the season will Important
como next Satthe warmest.
urday here at Stagg Field, when
Ohio state and Chicago win mix.
Ohio rested Saturday, while Chicago needed only substitutes, overwhelmed Colorado, 35 to 0.
one-side-

NEBRASKA THE ONLY
UNBEATEN TEAM IN
MISSOURI VALLEY

Every

Meal

iUIIIHIUIIIIHIiniUflf

Uext tlmz you
want to concentrate cn a piece
of vorft Just slip
a stick of IVRJGLEY'S
between your teeth.

Pmm.)
(Bj Th Afuool-tlrKansas City, Mo., Oct. 80.
Nebraska university stood out to
night as the only unbeaten team
In the Missouri Valley conference,
as a result of Its victory Satur.
day over Oklahoma and the defeat
of Drake and the Kansas Aggies
by Missouri and Kansas respectively.
In taking first place the
snowed the Sooners under by a 44 to 0 score. Missouri
beat Drake in the first thirty seconds of play by putting over a
touchdown.
Kansas and the Kansas Aggies
settled their annual grudge by a
score of 21 to 7. It was nip and
tuck all the way In the Washing.
game at St. Louis,
Washington winning 2 to 0.
The Standings:
Won. Lost.
Corn-buske- rs

ton-Am-

It's a wcDderf ul help
in daily tasks and
sports as

Nebraska r

Missouri
Kansas Aggies

Kansas

Oklahoma

.

Drake

Ames
Washington
Grinnell .

Hazards
places come easy

(Bf Tb

gives you comfort
and poise- -it adds

means success
great deal

B

SEALED TIGHT
KEPT RIGHT

2

-
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IV.

Tha amount of the total authorized capital stock of this corporation shall be $500,000 00 (Five
Hundred Thousand Dollans) divided in Flvo Thousand shares of the
par value of One Hundred Dollars
each.
V.

The names and postofflce addresses of the incorporators ani
the number of shares of this corporation subscribed for by each respectively are as follows:
Roy McDonald. Albuquerque, N.
M.; 10 shares.
Gregory Page, Gallup, N. M.;' 10
shares.
J. W. Poe, Roswell, N. M.; 10
shares.
O. P. Easterwood,
Clayton, N.
M.; 10 shares.
C. E. Bigelow, Estancla,

shares.

10

C. G.

10

VI.

191

W. D

MURRAY.
GREGORY PAGE.
,7NO.
O. P.
C. E.

(Seal)

(Seal)

W.'POE.

(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)
(Seal)

EASTERWOOD.
BIGELOW.
WM. R. MORLEY.
C. G MARDORF.

roy Mcdonald.
VICTOR

-

(Sean

2nd, 1922.

ENDORSED,

No. 11196.
Cor, Rec'd. Vol. T,
Page 111. Certificate of Incorpo-

ration of The Livestock and Agrl
Loan Company of New
cultural
Mexico.
Filed in office of State
Commission of New
Corporation
Mexico October 26, 1921. 3:30 p.m.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Compared: ICK to JJO.
INDEXED,
State of New Mexico, .County of
Bernalillo, ss.
This Instrument was filed for
record on the 27th day of October,
1921, at 3:40 o'clock p. m,
in Vol. "E" Misc. of Records of said county. Folio 116.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
Clerk and Recorder.
By S. CROLLOTT, Deputy Clerk.
Compared: EG to GB.
XOTICB OF SALE.
In the District Court, State of Newi
Mexico, County of Bernalillo,
Ne. 13.031.
A. L. Staehlln, Doing Business sAl- buquerque Plumbing and Hoa,t
lng Company, Plaintiff, v Ed
Carson, Defer dan1.
Notice is hereby given that Under
and by yl tue of a certain final
judgment and decree entered in the
above styled court i d cause on
the 16th day of October, 1921, tl
undersigned was appointed Special
Master, and was directed to ell Let
Number Four (4) In Plock Twelve
(12) of th Eastern addition to the
city of Albuquerque. New Mexico,
with all Improvements thereon, t4
the highest bidder for cash to satisfy the amount of eaid Judmentv
which Is Two Hundred and Eight
' six (
een Dollars ($218.01),
16th day
per cent Interest from-thof October. 1921i until paid, and
court costs, tn addition to the ex- - .
penses of this sal; and in pursuance to said Judgment I will on the
29th day of November 1921. at the
hour of 10 o'clock a. m. at tha
front door of the Bernalillo county
court hruse, offer said real estate
for sale to satisfy the said Judgment, subject to the approval of
the court,
RUTH A. MOORE,
Special Master.
V
NEVER WANTS ANYTHING

ELSE

CULBERSON. (Seal)
.
(Seal)
State of New Mexico. Bernalillo
ss.
County,
On this 25th
day of October,
1921. before me personally appeared W. D Murray, Gregory Poge.
.Tohn W. Poe, O. P. Easterwood. C.
E. Bleelow, Wm. R. Morlev, C. G.
Mardorf and Roy McDonald, to me
well known to be the same persons
described In and who executed the
foregoing Instrument, and each ac

i

19 1924.

State of New Mexico, Santa Fa
County, ss.
On this 85th day of October,
1921, before me personally appeared Victor Culberson, to me known
to be one of the persons described
in and who executed the foregoing
Instrument and, he acknowledged
to me that he executed and signed
the same for the uses and pur.
poses therein mentioned and that
the same was his free act and deed.
In Witness Whereof I have here-unt- o
set my hand and seal on the"
date above written.
S. C. McCRIMMON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
commission
My
expires October

t

The time of existence of this corporation shall be fifty years from
the date hereof.
In Witness Whereof we have
hereunto set our hands and seals
this the 24th day of October, A. D.

1

Your Credit la
Good With Us.

I

The season of coughs, colds,
croup and bronchial trouble is at
hand. Every mother will be interested in this letter from Mrs. E. K.
Olson, 1917 Ohio Ave., Superior,
Wis. "I tried many dtfferent kinds
of cough medicine, but now I
never want anything else than
Foley's Honey and Tar. I used it
for all my children when I lived in
Iowa and also for my grandchild
In Duluth, and it has always done
Contain no opiates.
good work."
Sold everywhere.

In the last few years platinum
has been quoted as high as eight
tlmesrthe value of gold and at the
present time It is worth about four
times as much.

Attacks of Indigestion
"I believe Chamberlain's Tablets

November Special

Your Credit Is
Good With Us.

ale.

"Ru &

A New Arrival of a Very Fine Lot of High-Grad- e
Rugs Just Purchased
the
Market
a Great Sacrifice Will
at
By Our Mr. H. Livingston Recently in
Be Placed on Sale Together With Our Immense Stock Tomorrow for a
Limited Time Only at 25 Off the Usual Low Marked Prices.

Welton

lapestry Rugs
Size 9x12, Former Price, $30.00,

25

Size 9x12, Former Price, ?95.00 and $125.00

t

V

Sale Price

$71.25

$22.50

25

'

52.50 and $65.00

OFF

$93.75

Size 27x54, Former Price, $5.95 and $7.75

25

.

OFF

Sale Price

y Sale Price

$39.35

A

Axministers

Axministers
Size 9x12, Former Price,

OFF

25

OFF

Sale Price

I

1

$4.45 i2 $5.85

$48.75

THE THRIFTY EARLY BUYER WILL BENEFIT GREATLY BY THIS
GREAT SAVING

Livingston Furniture 60.
213-21-

West Gold Avenue.

5

ve

A

N. M.:

W. R. "Torley. Magdalena. N M.j

shares.
Mardorf, Santa Fe, N. M.;
shares.
W. D. Murray, Silver City, N. M.;
10 shares.
Victor Culberson, Silver City, N.
M.; 10 shares.
the aggregate of which Is Nine
Thousand
Dollars, which is the
amount of capital stoek with which
this corporation shall commence
business.
10

,

Vnlnft'nf Tone Punter.

The force and power with whle'
nlays wltba swinging lnterferem
are directed on or outn'de pi
tackle and end, ' tempted mar
coaches early in the season to tr
to get more power into the wing"
T
some instances where this wa
effected, It has not worked because
the men transferred left weakness
In their old positions. Warner nf
Pittsburgh, was compelled to shl't
Stelnback as a roving renter aft-- r
trying him at end for this reason.
This season more than any fo
y ars, has demonstrated the valu'
of a long and accurate punter. A
team with such a man Invariably
works up on an exchange of
kicks until they have to nlav in
the opponents' territory. This is
not a scoring plajtiiut It keeps the
burden of defense always upon the
opponents. As a corollary it is of
immens Importance to have men
who can break through and block
kicks. It was this ability by Harvard that threw Indiana completely
out of gear.

London,
have saved my life," writes Mrs.
ciated Press.) Efforts have been Maggie Coll. Golden City. Mo. "1
made to prevent a breakdown In had pains In my stomach so bad I
the Irish peace conferenoe, but a
thought 1 could
continuance
of the negotiations
tot live. Our docseems to depend largely on the
tor said It was
willingness of the Ulster authorisongestlon ot the
ties to assist In coming Into line
stomach. 1 would
with the Sinn Fein.
to to bed perfectSir James Craig, Ulster prely well and wake
mier, who has professed a desire
up In the night
to work amicably with southern
as bad aa 1 could
be and Uve. Our
Ireland in an
council
doctor
it
said
will, it la said be offered extended powers for the northern parliat :::.is
I ouia ao no good
R
.
to give mediclm
ment,' accompanied by a strengthI internally.
I
H
ening of the position of the cen;
I had to i n J e c
tral council connecting the two
Irish parliaments, and it Is demeaicins in nv
arm. Since tak
clared to be the belief hat he
may accept
ng Chamberlain
It
is
Tablets I can ea
he
will opBut,
asserted,
pose any curtailment of the area
anything I wan
of the northern parliament.
without
hurtlru
The prevailing belief here seems
me." This forn
to be that even should there be
of indigestion
a breakdown in the conference,
extremely painful
the truce in Ireland should
and often dangerous. By tak- ng Chamberlain's
TWO ARE NOMINATED.
Tablets after eating, and especially
Washington. Oct. 80. Three na- - when you have fulness and weight
val captains S. B. W. Klttelle, In the stomach after uttlng. the
William V. Pratt and Louis M. Nul- - disease may be warded off and
been nominated
by avoided. Chamberlain's Tablets not
President Harding to be rear admi only aid digestion, but strengthen
rals.
and invigorate the stomach.
ton-ha-

SUCCESS

knowledged to me that he executed
and signed the same for the uses
and purposes therein mentioned
and that the same was the free act
and deed of each.
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day
and year above written.
HARRIET KIEF.
(Seal)
Notary Public,
My commission expires February

out-Rid-

i

.
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both the coach and the student or
football to take stock of the de
velopment of play produced In the
year 1921. It may be fairly said
that the season up to the first of
has emphasized the
November
prime importance of the forward
passing game carried further in lt
finesse than anything we have
seen before. Secondly, It has beeii
shown that punting, both offen
sively and defensively, is a very vi
tal asset, and thirdly, it is appar
ent that the broadening of the basa
of attack both through shift plays
and movable men In the backfield
has made considerable strides and
put an additional burden on the
defense,
Far From Perfect,
The defense to the forward pass
has improved rather measurably
but it is still far from perfect.
This was Illustrated in the case of
Yale in her games against Williams and the Army. Both these
teams found a sort spot in th?
middle of Yale's back field whlcii
was alwnys uncovered.
It was
there they threw their passes and
this strategy put Yale alarmingly
on the defensive. It was not a hit
or miss pass, thrown indiscriminately in the hope that some player might get it, but was well conceived and well executed. As it
was repeated time after time in
each game it would have seemoil
to have uncovered a vulnerable
point.
Chicago used, a pass of less distance to Rodney, which netted
them their touchdown
against
The writer has folPrinceton.
lowed In actual observation
the
play in both the east and the middle west and there is a distinct
difference in tho two sections. That
difference lies largely in tho fact
that the middla west has used the
forward pass more that Is for a
greater period of years. Hence their
defense to this play is better.
Western teams are not thrown into
a condition of dazed paralysis
when tho forwarding
parsing
starts. They are more familiar
with seeing tha ball in the air and
their actions prove this. They are
more determined
tha nenstern
players In their efforts to hurry
the passer and they are also- a
little quicker In diagnosing the
direction of the pass.
Shift rinys Developed.
Another notable thing in tho
season's development is that shift
plays far from being on the deeven
cline, are being developed
more and are very effective. They
lend themselves to deception and
make it difficult for the defense
to recognize early the point of attack and get set accordingly. Chicago certainly demonstrated this in
the Princeton ftame. The Princeton line was quite unprepared to
meet these plays effectively.
Practically every coach in the
country now realizes that attncV
must be formed on a fairly broad
basis, either by spreading the four
men In the back field somewhat,
by the use of shift plays or by direct Passes, whl''h give an extri
man in the Interference on or
tackle In order to meet
prosented by a first
class team.
Another feature of the seasor
is tho stndy improvement In com
bining the forward pass and the
running game, making one a fo"
for the other and keeping the d'
fense in trepidation as to whether
they must meet a running play o
an aerial one.

i

the zest that

for 5c

0
1
1
1
1
1
2

Aworlated Prat.)
Oct. 80 (by the Asso-

for WRICLEY'S

A
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1
2
2
2
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1
2
2
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SOLUTION OF IRISH
DISPUTE
SEEMS TO
DEPEND UPON ULSTER

disappear
and hard

Flavor
Lasts

WALTER CAMP.

(RpeHnl lilfipntrh n. rfnmlnit Jnurnsl)
(Cup)rli(ht 1!21 by Albuquerque Juurnul)
New York, Oct. 30. At this
point In the season it behooves

hj Allniiieriue Jotirnnl)
New York, Oct. 30. Miller Hug
gins, manager of the New York
American league club, although hi
was unable to win the world's ser
(Copyright

WW'

For-

ward Is Increasing; Punting Is Also a Very Vital

Club.
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FARMERS PROVES

ARE INCREASING

George

bonds, debentures,
coupons and
other negotiable instruments and
securities; to give any guarantee
for the payment of money or the
performance of any obligation or
undertaking; to acquire, improvet
manage, work, develop and exercise all rights in respect of, lease,
mortgage, sell, dispose of, turn to
account, and otherwise deal with
property of all kinds and in particular relating to agriculture of all
classes and description and lands
and buildings.
Generally, to carry on and undertake any business, undertaking,
transaction or operation' commonly
carried on by capitalists, promoters, financiers, merchants and
any other business which may seem
to the company capable of being
conveniently carried on in connection with the above or calcfflated
directly or indirectly to enhance
the value of or render profitable
any of the company's property or
rights, and to buy and sell lands,
ranches and real estate of every
class and description; to make, enter Into and execute contracts of
every kind and" character, sealed
and unsealed, with Individuals,
firms, associations
and corporations; to hold, purchase or otherwise acquire, to sell, assign, transfer, pledge or otherswlBe dispose of notes or
obligations
of any- - person, firm or corporation, and mortgage or mortgages securing said notes or other
evidences of Indebtedness;

verted.
Practically the policy
adopted by the department and Its
to discourage organizais
agents
tion, if competent management can
not he obtained.
The department's policy is that
the county agent Is as much concerned in helping the farmer with
economic buying and selling as he
is in connection
with economic
That does not mean,
production.
A BIG
of course, that he Is expected to do
the farmer's business for him. It
merely Implies that his relation to
and business organizaMarketina Oraanizations Did production
tion Is essentially the same.
He
can help determine what crop
should be grown and what business
organization Is necessary; he ad660 Last Year; Predict vises
how to grow crops efficiently
and as to the best methods of coHuge Gain This Year.
he helps
operative organization;
farmers to help themselves but he
BY RALPH IWTtTOX.
should never assume personally or
(Sprdiil Dlnpatch !o Morning Journal)
(Copyright 1U21 by Alliuqurryu Jnurnul) officially any financial
responsibusiness.
Washington, Oct. 80. Figures bility for
at
of
the
obtained
department
just
agriculture ehow that farmers' coLEGAL NOTICE
organisations last year
operative
did a bnslness of $375,714,660, as State of New Mexico, State Corporation Commission of New Mexagainst a little more than 860,000,-00- 0
in 1919. The figures for 1921,
ico.
Certificate of Comparison.
it Is claimed, will show anothef United States of America, State of
tremendous gain.
New Mexico, ss. '
Under the auspices of the deIt Is Hereby Certified, that the
partment of agriculture the farm- annexed is a full, true and comers of the country are being led plete transcript of th Certificate of
more and more toward business Incorporation or Tne Livestock and
methods in the marketing of their Agricultural Loan Company of New
crops. According to the reports of Mexico (No. 11196), with the enthe county agents of the depart- dorsements thereon,
same apment, the farmers In the United pears on file and of record in the
to
come
aa
realize
have
States
office of the State Corporation
never before that success In farm- Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the State
ing Is dependent upon effective orCommission of the
ganized matketlng systems for Corporation
asso,
farm products
State of New Mexico has caused
ciations, formed among the farm- this certificate to be signed by Its
ers largely through the work of Chairman
and the seat of said
the county agents, are increasing Commission to be affixed at the
In
number
nd
influence; City of Santa Fe on this 25th day
rapidly
only within the last week they of October, A. D. 1921.
have attained recognition by the (Seal)
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
federal reserve board In a way that Attest:
Chairman.
to
make
bank
is expected
credit A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
more available for farm use.
Organization Work,
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
To the average city dweller, parOF THE LIVESTOCK AND AGexin
COMthe
LOAN
east, the
RICULTURAL
ticularly those
tent of the work of county agents
PANY OF NEW MEXICO.
in organizing farmers
We, the undersigned, hereby asCerwill fce almost astonishing.
sociate ourselves together for the
critihave
tain business interests
purpose of forming a corporation
cized the attitude of th depart- under the laws of the state of New
ment but the policy that Institution Mexico, United States of America,
has adopted is that the farmers' and hereby certify.
business education must now be
I.
The name of this corporation Is
put on a par with hia education in
Livestock and AgThe
and
shall
be
production.
Last year 7J8 county agents as- ricultural Loan Company of New
sisted in organizing
Mexico.
Thl was 61 per cent
II.
enterprises.
of the total number of agents In
The location of the principal ofThe business done fice of the corporation In the state
the field.
or of New Mexico shall be at the corthese organization
through
stated amounted to 837", 714, 660, ner of Central avenue and Second
and the saving through the
street in the city of Albuquerque,
form was $21,162,773. The in the State National Bank buildeverage business per agent was ing. Brrnalillo county, and state of
$626,121 and the saving per agent New Mexico, and the
person In
wns $43,304.
These 'igures, ac- charge of said office and upon
cording to the department, are very whom process against the corporaconservative for only 686 of the tion shall and may be served Is
79S agents reported on the amount
Roy McDonald.
of business done and only 603 rem.
The objects for which this corpoported the savings effected.
Farmer Is Awnkened.
ration is formed are: To act as a
Rapidly falling prices for prod- financial institution in the making
ucts. Inability to get credit to hold of advances for agricultural purproducts until the market was fa- poses, including the breeding, raisvorable, have awakened the farmer ing, fattening and marketing of
to the fact that his Interest in his livestock, and to discount and reproduct must be more than is in- discount notes, drafts, bills of excluded In the mere process of pro- change and other negotiable instruduction. He must be able, in part ments Issued for such purpose.
at least, to follow- tho produce to
And In furtherance of the obthe market. This the
jects of the corporation as herein- association plan enables h' to do. hefore expressed and not in limitaThere have been times in the past tion of the powers conferred by the
when the farmer haa been disposed laws of New Mexico, or of the ob
ventures jects hereinbefore stated, it Is hereto undertake
but until recently there has been by expressly
provided that eaid
an unwillingness on his part to nay corporation shall have and exercise
for high class management The the following powers, that is to say;
To lend money and negotiable
county agents have stressed the
Importance of real business ability loans, to draw, accept endorse, disin management to such an extent count, buy and, sell and
deliver
that the farmer has now been con bills of exchange, promissory notes.
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There are several ways of getting rid of a double chin. First
of all there Is a diet, and
The
secondly, there Is massage.
a double
best way to eliminate
chin Is to try both methods, and
ralso a third method, which Is to
make use of astringents.
A double chin Is a deposit of unnecessary flosh. To put It untech-nleallflesh spreads Itself In fine
layers under the skin. A thin layer
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Children's party at W. M. Con-ne- ll
the
and become positive lumps,
home at 7:80 p. m. v
lines are no longer pleasing to tire
Hallowe'en party at Y. W. C. A.
beauty lover's eye.
One of the first places where at 7:30 p. m.
Hallowe'en party given by Pres
unnecessary flesh Is deposited Is
under the chin. If you diet so that byterian C. E. i
( '
you weigh the proper amount and
more
never any
you are not likely
to acquire a double chin. But If SAYS GIRLS' HOMES
you already have one you must not
CAUSE ILL HEALTH
only diet In order that the body
may use "up the superfluos flesh,
In
order
must
also
but you
massage
to break up the particles of fat
so that the blood may carry them
off to other parts of the body.
Thn because the skin has
stretched to cover these layer of
flesh, you must make frequent use
Otherwise your
of astringents.
chin will not regain Its thin and
If possible,
appearance.
youthful
massage under the chin with ice.
This reduces flesh and at the
amii time tightens the skin.
Anxious Rose, Worried, E. M.
The action of yeast is to provide
vltamines which are usually lacking from the diet of the people
who are troubled with these skin
blemishes. Nature then regulates
Itself. If the diet had not been Im
poverished by a Poor selection of
foods, there probably would have
been no need of the yeast and the
skin would be clear of pimples and
liver stains. Yeast does not fatten
of itself, but the person may Increase in weight, ..when there ia this
regulation of the system through
(mproved nourishment and elimination.
d
B. A. Larllne. The old
castile is a good choice for
all toilette .uses, including that of
a shampoo. The fragrance which
comes from airing and sunning the
hair is to be preferred to any scent
which would be used in a shampoo.
A drop or two of attar of roses on
some absorbent cotton, makes a
dainty scent for lingerie. While
this is more coBtly than most sachets, it is more enduring: two drops
should keep(a drawer fragrant for
six months.
L. G. Pull out each coarse or
dark hair by using a blunt-en- d
tweezers, and bleach the hair with
peroxide of hydrogen. To remove
hair permanently, have the electric
needle treatment.
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Thu double cliln ran bo massaged
away
of fat under the scalp means that
that the roots of the hair have that
much nourishment and that the
hair will bo thick and glossy,
layers of flesh over the body give the
curves that we call beauty.
But
when these layers grow too thick
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EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. H1RKMAN.
A NOURISHING
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left-ov-
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McMILLIN

Cambridge, Mass., Oct.'30. Bo"
Centre College's star,
said he had reached the zenith
of his football ambitions when he
crossed the Harvard goal yesterday. "I am the happiest mil in
the world," was the way he expressed it.
"Last year," he added, "when
Captain Horween offered me the
ball used in the game we lost. I
refused it and told him that to the
victor belonged the spoils. I also
told him I would be back ne'et
year to win the pigskin. Now I've
got it and I'll keep it for my klJs."
McMlllln,

old-tim-

IT IS WISE TO

am

in New

Dr. Krlstine 4hann.
Discontent with hiiwc conditions, rather than long hours or
overwork, is partly n sponsible
for the noor health so prevalent
among the industrially employed
to lit.
girls of today, according
Krlstine Mann, head of the health
center for women in New York
City under the direction of the Y.
W. C. A. From an examination she
recently completed, of more than
1.000 women and girls engaged in
gainful occupations in factories
and business houses. Dr. Mann
points out that industrial conditions are not the only factors in
the rapid deterioration of health
among the girls. Unhappy home
to
conditions and
life generally rank as handicaps.
she said.
working
"Many of our
girls suffer acutely from unhappl-nes- s
and friction in their, family
lives," said Dr. Mnnn, who is dally and nightly helping girls and
women to better health. "A girl's
health depends very greatly on
her mental attitude; If she is
suffering from mental strain, there
Is bound to be a ..marked reaction
In her physical condition. The time
has passed when an unmarried girl
of twenty-fiv- e
as
is regarded
doomed to sninsterhood. Her pay
coma
certain
her
envelope gives
fortable feeling of Independence
which makes any undue restrictions imposed upon her at home
difficult to bear. The unhapplness
that results Is not only reflected
in her attitude toward the home
and work but in her physical condition.
"Every woman, whether she expects to rqarry or not, should, I
believe, experience that feeling t,t
that comes with earning a salary," Dr. Mann said. "The
young wife who knows that if necessary she can resume her place
In the business world has a much
greater chance for maintaining an
equal part in her household than
has a young wife who must rely
on the support of someone else, i
heartily recommend at least a
year's business experience to every
girl. It is a splendid booster for

"B0"

klll-.er-

P

in

He disclaimed
all individual
credit, saying ttiat without the
of
Armstrong, Roberts and
play
the rest he could not have scored.
"I Just tried to carry out orders,"'
he said.

TRY THIS FOIt INDIGESTION
Foley Cathartic Tablets are lust
the thing for constipation.
Their
action Is wholesome and thoroughwithout
ly cleansing,
griping,
nausea or Inconvenience.
They
banish headache, biliousness, bloating, gas. bad breath, coated tongue
and other symptoms of disordered
Mrs. II. J. Marchard,
digestion.
86
Lawrence St., Salem, Mass,
"I used Foley Cathartic
writes:
Tablets for constipation with good
results. I keep them In the house."
Sold everywhere.

What would you do if your
daughter announced that she intended to begin
. A veritable witch's hat Is the newest winter mode imported from
Paris. It is quite likely to make the wearer bewitching instead of bewitched. Silk plush is the material and two silk plush wings striped
with silver ribbon is the trimming around the base of the
crown.
cone-shap-

Plugs.

It is important to understand
the function of fuses. The fuse
plugs in house wiring installations
are to the wires of the house what
a safety valve is to a steam boiler.
They consist of a small lead wire
mounted In a suitable screw cap
which melts in case of a continuous overload, saving the wiring
and preventing any more serious
difficulty.
When part 'of the lights go out
In the house It Is an indication
that a circuit uso is blown. When
all the lights In the house go out
and a glnnco out of the window
will indicate ftiat your neighbors
have uninterrupted services, this
usually Indicates that the service
fuse Is blown. When the circuit
fuse blows, the householder sometimes has a test lamp, a socket
lamp with a couple of wires projecting with which the various
circuits in the fuse box can be
tested, one after another, to determine which fuse Is blown.
In some eases a blown fuse ran
he determined
the
by shaking
fuses.
The one that rattles will
often be found to be blown as the
lead wire in melting often leaves
a little drop of lead Wislde the fuse.
This rule is not infallible, however,
and cannot always be depended
upon. Every household should be
provided with extra fuses, which
should bo kept In the eablnet. As
soon as fuses are blown they are
worthless and should bo thrown
away.
A very wise precaution
Is to
cpen the main switch ahead of the
meter on the occasion of severe
el 'ctrlc storms orupon occasion of
leaving home for long period
This effectively cuts the current
of the building and reduces the
exposure from current of higher
voltage getting Into the house.
Electric wiring is now a real necessity in every modern home
Even the small cottage can afford
to have its light wiring Installed.

FURNITURE CAN
BE ELECTRIFIED
TO SUIT NEEDS

and the minimum of damage to the
article concerned. By a study of
each particular piece of furniture,
It is possible to attain a high aver-ag- o
on all of these
nts.
have shown

Hecent experiments

that crops can be increased from
For light housekeeping the elec- ono and a half to four times by an
trified tea wagon is recommended. alteration in the air which the
For this the wiring is extremely plants breathe. The method Is a
and consists of increasSlmDln

nnfl
Pnnntafa nnlv nt n
double socket, Introduced
either
ai me mae oi tne tamo top or partly concealed by it. Thus equipped,
the tea wagon can be wheeled to
the spot r.ppolnted for the tea, be
It library, lirrng room or porch.
There an elertrtr. pnrH mnti.Matho
available outlet with the tea wagon
socKet, and the party can proceed.
Another variation Is an electri-rall- v
pnutnnp, tnhla timh.n.HA
This is a piece of furniture closely
resemoung tne ordinary
library
table, but furnished
also with
double CUnhnnnta lllra a aUlKnr.r
The top of this
table lifts
up, 10 reveal an electric cooking
Outfit. While th
tWn Kllnhn.r.l.
house the necessary china, linen
and silver. This ingenlus arrange
ment was aevised by a woman.
At nresent thn wiring nf furni
ture is a matter of Individual enter
prise, tnat is, the purclinser of new
furniture may order it so equipped
at the factory, or the owner of existing furniture may call in the
local electrician and have it wired
to suit his needs.
Here several words of caution
are necessary-- , for the chief art in
the successful wiring of furniture
consists in hitting upon the best
location for the outlet. 7n making
this choice the owner ought to bear
in mind three considerations; Convenience In lRfl
Itnnoealmnnt
as much of the wiring as possible,

simple ono,
ing the proportion of carbonio acid

air.
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smoking?
Wait a minute! Remember how you used to
do things "on the sly" when you were her
that your saying "you
age. Remember
mustn't" or even "you shant!" does not end
the matter. And it isn't only cigarettes it's

everything.
Is your child a poor, meek, dominated little
nonentity, afraid to have an opinion, afraid
to take a step, because you've always had
all the opinions for the family and taken the
If so, you have deonly steps permitted?
stroyed your child's personality, its individuand
ality, its divine right to
freedom or thought. rJo the modernists say.
Or is your child a "bad one," hard to manage, always in trouble, perhaps paying the
penalty now for some waywardness or worse
all because you failed to teach iv the ways
of the world, the rights of others, the paths
of honor and decency, the value of truth, the
rules of the game? If so, you are to blame I
You shirked the sacred duty of parenthood,
you failed in the greatest task God gives to
men and women the training of a little child.
This is the theme of the great novel

"The New Generation"
By JANE PHELPS
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which is to be published in daily
installments in the

TAKE GOOD CARE OF
THE ELECTRIC RANGE
.
The usual care given any kitchen
range will suffice to keep yor
electric range neat anB clean. Use
a damp cloth to wipe food spots
from the enameled surfaces and
nside of the oven. Don't drench
the oven. Open the oven doors
after completing
cooking operations and permit the oven to thoroughly air. This will keep it sweei
n
smelling.
wet
Occasionally
piece of cheese cloth, wring it n?
as
nearly dry
possible and then put
a few drops of sofne llicht nolishlno
oil on the cloth and wipe the enam- eiea surfaces of the range, afterwards wiping, gently with a dry
piece of cheese cloth. No attention need be given the coils of the
element. They are self cleaning.
Very little, if any, food spilled on
these burners will come in actual
contact with the colls it drons
through to the reflector, from
which it can be easily removed.

II
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What Would You Do?

When Lights Go Out Householder Can Often Make
Own Repairs By Fitting

HOME DIXNER spoon of granulated gelatine in Vi
The following dinner menu is cup of cold water; add 1 cup of
what a Jolly little bride friend of granulated sugar and 3
of lemon Juice, and strain
mine calls a "regular
through a fine sieve into a china
dinner!"
bowl.
Set the bowl aside, but
Oyster Soup
from time to time tip It up on one
Veal Cutlet, Brown Gravy
to
side
see whether the gelatine
Lyonnalpe Potatoes
has begun to congeal. When the
Spinach
liquid begins to cling to the sides
Snow Pudding
, Coffee
the bowl and seems quite thick,
Oyster Soup Clean and pick of
over 1 quart of oysters; heat these, it is time to beat into It, with a
chopped. In their liquor, and let wire whisk, the whites of 3 eggs
simmer 20 minutes after the boil- which have been beaten stiff. Conto beat until the pudding is
ing point is reached. Then strain tinue
stiff enough to hold its shape.
Pile
through a cheesecloth, discarding this
By spoonfulls into individual
the chopped oysters. Reheat the
dessert dishes or cups and
strained liquor and thicken it with glass
3
of flour serve with a cold boiled custard
cup of butter and
which have been heated together made in the following way:
Boiled Custard Sauce for Snow
and rubbed to a smooth paste.
Now scald 4 cups of sweet milk Pudding Beat yolks of S eggs
with 1 large slice of onion, 2 slightly and add to them
cup
stalks of celery cut small, 1 blade of sugar, a pinch of salt, and t
2
very
gradually
cups of scalded
of mace and a sprig of parsley;
this mixture in the
strain this scalded milk to remove milk. Cpok
the seasonings and add it to the top of a! double boiler,
stirring
constantly, until it' thickens and
oyster liquor. Season to suit taste will
coat a spoon. Then strain imwith salt and pepper, and serve
mediately Into a bowl to cool. Mf
very hot.
cooked too long after coating the
Lyonnalse Potatoes This Is a spoon, custard
will curdle; when
most delicious way to serve boiled
this happens it may be restored
Slice the po- to
potatoes.
a
smooth
consistency
tatoes and set them aside to add with
beating
an egg beater of by
the wheel
later to the frying pan. Put first
type. (But it is not quite as thick
in the pan 1 tablespoon of
d
as if it had not curdled). If the
onion and
tablespoons
of butter; fry the onions until a housewife cannot afford to use the
of 3 eggs, she may use the
light brown, then add 1 quart of yolks of
2 eggs and
the sliced boiled potatoes with 2 yolks
tablespoon
of
cornstarch.
more tablespoons of butter. Cook
until the potatoes have absorbed
i
In the employ of one London I
the butter and then pack down
to let the mixture brown a little printing firm are three workmen NEW WASHING MACHINE
on the bottom. Turn with a spa- named respectively Duck, Wren
PLAYS JET OF WATER
tula to allow the top to brown and Sparrow.
also. Serve at once. If onion Is
ON CLOTHES IN BOWL
Scientists
have succeeded
a favorite vegetable in the famin
ily, a more generous amount of crossing herrings with white fish.
it may be used to 1 quart of po- the ' result being a fish as well
Water has always played an imtato slices.
flavored as the herring, but with portant part in the washing of
Snow Pudding Soak t table fewer bones.
clothes, first the water In a run
ning brook or stream, then water in
a tub with a corrugated board on
which to scrub the clothes clean,
then water enclosed in round or
square tubs with revolving cylinders containing the clothes now
a new washer is here in which the
washing is done by a Jet of water.
In principle it is based on the
method used in washing wool in
textile mills, .
The new washer is a large one- piece bowl shaped like an urn with
a
lining of white enamel like a
Everybody wishes her well! Hapbath tub. There is no machinery
out
on
in
this bowl. Immediately as the
starts
she
radiant
and
py
switch is turned, a Jet of warm
life's adventure. She should have
water pours into the bowl with
considerable force or pressure. This
health to begin with. Good looks
stream
of water pushes the clothes
in woman do not depend upon
down to the bottom of the bowl,
You
never
health.
but
upon
then they come up. so they are re
age,
volved by the Jet of water over and
woman who
see a good-lookiover again. The dirt is thus loosis weak, run-dowirritable, out
ened and finally removed through
nervous.
and
of sorts, fidgety
the bottom strainer into the quiet
n
settling chamber. After the wash
Headaches, backaches, dragging-dowing is done the water can be autopains, irregularities and
rempved by the' pump
matically
detroubles of that sort are all
through the discharge or drainage
the
outlet,
settling chamber being
stroyers of beauty. Men do not
cleansed at the same time.
A safety wringer is provided,
admire sickness.
operated by an independent motor.
of
The
is
within
entire machine is mounted on
the reach
It
every
"roller skate" wheels instead of
woman to be well, healthy and
casters so it can be easily rolled
strong if she will take Dr.
about, or It may be permanently
Texas.
to the hot and cold water
Beaumont,
connected
Pierce's Favorite Prescription. It
who
"For
suffer
girls
supply.
is the safest woman's tonic beI always recommend
Dr. Pierce's Favorite HAVE NO PLANS FOR
cause it is made entirely of roots
I have
Prescription.
and herbs, without alcohol. (InWITH
NEGOTIATING
given it to my two
gredients on label.) It is 50
girls with most satisI.
OFFICIALS'
&
N.
G.
factory results. They
years old, and its age testifies to
are now in absolutely
its goodness. A medicine that
(By Thi Anoclatcd Press.)
perfect health, while
Oct. 80. R.
has made sick women well for
they might have be- D. San Antonio. Texas.
of the
Frame, general chairman
come frail and delihalf a century is surely good to
600 trainmen on the Internatlon-t- i
cate
not
had
it
been
Women
from every part
take.
nal and Great ivorthern railroad
for the taking of Doc who
out on strike, announced
of America testify to its merits.
tor Pierce's Favorite on hisarearrival
Chicago that
at
Send 10c to Dr. Pierce's Iniut no conference offrom
prescription
his committee has
the
tlne.'
right
been called In Houston for Monday.
valids Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y.,
Mrs. D. Dickinson, Mr. Frame oaid no plans have
been
for a trial package and confiden1317, Jerome Street.
formulated for negotiating with ofr
flclals of the road with reference
tial medical advice, or booklet.
to reinstating strikers.
table-spoo-

The United States department of agriculture is fostering an exhibit of "lady
in the state of Washington. Among the exhibits are
e
wash tub,
shown Oie
washboard, broom and dustpan, the sadiron, castlron
kitchen
stove, coal stove,
soapstone heater, and many
other pieces of household
equipment of bygone days.
In another department are
shown the modern conveniences that, as Hie "silent servants
of the house," : are washing
clothes and ironing them,
cooking the meals, and sweeping and cleaning the rooms,
all at the touch oi an electric
switch.

OF FUSE PLUGS

fash-tone-
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"I'M THE HAPPIEST
LOOKS LIKE A HALLOWE'EN HAT,
MAN IN THE WORLD,"
BUT IT'S THE LATEST WINTEPMODE

"LADY1 KIIitiERS."

'

V.

By Ednn Kent Forbes!
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Electric Comfort Aids

'

W

The HOTPOINT

i)

Flexible Heating Pad

CaU physician. Then begin
"emergency" treatment with

Out II Million Im Vti Yurly

The Hotpoint Pad can be connected in a moment at the first Indication of Its need
bottle as it can not
and heats to the required degree at once. It supercedes the
leak, cannot fail in temperature, and ne'eds no renewal. It can be set at any heat from
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The Hotpoint Heating Pad is provided with a mechanism which enables you to change the
temperature in the dark or under the bedding without removing it from its place.
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look like a sour apple, what
then?" asked Nurse Jane.
"Then I'm going to the bad
chaps' dens and play my tricks;
and- I Invite you along to see the

LITTLE

BENNY'S

fOTE BOOK,

fun!" said Mr. Longears.
Well, at first Nurse Jane didn't
want to go. But when Hallowe'en
came, and Uncle Wigglly made up
like a sour apple, he dressed the
muskrat lady housekeeper up like
an old witch; and, or course, tne
Fox, Wolf and Bear would never
harm an old Witch.
"Now you're ready- to start,"
said Uncle Wigglly as he took up
a heavy basket, and he- and Nurse
Jane (Old Witch, you- know) set
forth.
On the way Sammle and Suslo
Littlotail, the rabbits; Johnnie and
Blllle Bushytail, the squirrels, and
Jackie and Peetle Bow Wow, the
puppy dogs, were dressed up In
false faces, having fun. But none
of them knew Uncle Wiggily, who
looked like a sour apple, or Nurse
Jane, who was made up like an
Old Witch.
So the bunny rabbit and the
muskrat lady, laughing at the animal children, went on until they
came to the den of the Fox..''
"He's In there, all alone," whispered the bunny rabbit, as he
"Now
peeked through
follow me and say nothing."
went In
Boldly Uncle Wiggily
the Fox den with his basket. The
Fuzzy chap looked up as the door
opened, and said:
"Pooh! More Hallowe'en Jokes,
I s'pose! Well, I never bother Old
Writches, and I don't care for Sour
Apples, so you may go.''
"But first I have to play a Hal
lowe'en trlek on you!" said Uncle Wigglly, making
his voice
sound squeaky and queer. "Open

non-fat-

m

Df

MONDAY

missiles were fatal. An added per cent resulted In
disfigurements worse than death. Of our gas casualties only 2 per cent were fatal. Gases put tho
combatant out of service at the minimum loss of
life. Gases, too, can be tempered to the offense
and the need. Tear gases, or at most a very mild
and
mustard gas, will quell mobs, lncip
lent riots or warlike savages.
Nor should we agree fhat gases shall not be
The word is too elastic,
used on
non-c6Are workers In ammunition factories
Are employes of shops or railroads,
brtants?
Are
transporting food or supplies
the farmers raising the foods without which armies
We all
can not be maintained,
know that there are nations which will do any
thing they can to win, once they are at war. Limi
tations Bhould be placed upon visible armaments,
where the great expense of building and mainten
ance lies and where a long period of construction
is necessary. Bad faith in such a respect Is easily
detected.
Our government has made more headway In
learning of deadly gas since November 11, 1918
than the world had knowledge of at that time. Very
soon science will have made gas warfare so effec
tive that the very horror of war will stop war.
When spectacular feats of strategy and per
sonal bravery and prowess no longer avail and men
must die lenomlniously and en masse In the
trenches from gas poisoning, the glamour of war
will pass.
We say all this In order that we may add one
Do not expect too much to come out
warning:
Tet, the public should
of the present conference.
insist upon reductions of the armies and navlei
of the world. We can no longer bear the burdens
of armament under the expanding polices of the
nations.
We must creep before we can walk In this effort
to abolish war.

81. 1921

CONTEMPT PROCEEDINGS.
The Journal and its editor have been cited by
Judge H.ickey to show cause by November 4, why
they should not be punished for contempt Judgs
Hickey Issued the citation at the request of J. M.
Raynolds, president of the First National bank.
The purpose is to stop the Journal from discussing
the public policy Involved in our libel laws as
affecting the freedom of the press in New Mexico.
We wish to show due respect to Judge Hicltey
pending the hearing of the contempt case. We
have never shown the slightest disrespect for him
or his court, at any time. The Journal believes
thoroughly in maintaining the authority and dignity
of courts.
We do feel Justified in calling the attention of
the public to two facts. We have never discussed
the law or the evidence governing the specific
libels with which Mr. Raynolds originally charged
us nor reflected In the slightest degree upon the
Impartiality and Integrity of the court.
We have discussed no law which is fixed and
determined by New Mexico precedent In its application to the Reynolds case. We have confined
ourselves to the public policy Involved in the construction of the libel laws which Mr. Raynolds
asks to have crystallyzed into permanent and binding law in New Mexico by a court decision. We
have discussed this because the public welfare demands it. The Journal can not function to expose
wrong doing In New Mexico, If the Raynolds theory
Is upheld.
Our discussions have been dignified and directed to basic policies of government.
They have
not been Indulged In an effort to affect the application of a law to a suit against tho Journal alone,
but In order to lead the people to see how fundamental and
a public policy Is Involved
In establishing such a precedent.
The attempt to smother publicity will be apparent to those who will attend court on November 4. Mr. Raynolds' attorneys will charge that
this editorial constitutes an added contempt. They
wuld silence us absolutely K" they could.
X. M. CCDABAC.
i

BI CAUEFILL
0 wile youre on

your1, way

Be carefill of the things you do,
And youll live to maybe 100
Or at least to 82.

Dont pick your teeth with erster
shells
Or enything pointy or tin
And close your mouth wen youre
in a draft
Or germs will wander In.
Dont stand In frunt of a runaway
horse
Just to find out the result.
And never pick out a pleeceman
Wen you wunt someone to insult.

Dont step on nales with your shoes
off
Or pore vinegar on your lea cream thnt!"
The rabbit gentleman took from
Or go erround patting strange
his basket a box, and handed It
horses
to
the Fox.
No
,
As usual, the fall fashions include the wearing seem.matter how innocent they
"If this is a surprise package,
like a firecracker or pepper candy
of masculine hands in pockets.
or anything like that" snarled the
Fox, "I'll "
Christmas
until
the
time
early
a
short
Only
But Just then the box onened
Fall gently wen you haff to fall
shopping drive.
But stay ware you are wen youre of Itself and out fell a lovely
cake!
high.
"Oh, my." barked the Fox. "Who
And If bullets start to wizz past
me this?"
gave
you
"Look on the bottom!" chuckled
Dont wait to find out wy.
the bunny, and as the Fox turned-thenke over, Uncle Wigglly and
DANTE 1921.
Nurse
Jane slipped out. So they
Over the vaults of pain and ice of our despair,
were
far away when the Fox read:
O
are
Its
to
100
our
to
new,
nice
live
hopes
In the green high forest whe;e
"This cake is from Uncle Wlg-gll- v
In place of prayer, and dreaming where an angel Or even to 82,
and Nurse Jane!"
Might still Its wings before tne race of beauty, And the pooplo who do It the
Well, you can imagine how suroffenest
There sings a voice of victory and battle:
that Fox was! Next the
prised
It Is the voice of one who from deep earth emerg- Are the ones that take care what Bunny Pour
Apple and Old Witch
they do.
ing
Nurse Jane went to the Wolfs
Through darkness became the lover of Inlight:
don.
He
didn't
know them and
a star
A pilgrim who found the light of faces
when Uncle Wiggily handed thf
Because he, living, loved a woman, dead
a
Wolf
box,
and
it opened, out
God
And, from her lapsing, placed her with
drnpoed a lovely sugar pie.
For the sureness of her keeping
"Who gives me this for HallowAnd who made the journey thither
e'en?" growled the Wolf, surprised
And almost remembered what he saw.
like.
Charlos R. Murphy in The Bookman.
By Howard B. Uarlt
"Look on the bottom" lauirhed
the bunny, as he and Nurse Jane
ran away.
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
And when the Wolf looked. It
Newspaper Syndicate.
paid on the pie:
UNCLE WIOGTLY'S
"From Uncle Wiggily and Nurse
IT HAS PLENTY OF THEM.
HALLOWE'EN.
Jane."
The dry law needs a wet nurse. Washington
"Hallowe'en Is turned Upslds
When the day came, on tho down!" growled the
Post.
Wolf, but he
of
fell
which
Hallowe'en,
night
liked the pie.
I'ncle Wiggily said to Nurse Jane
ONE HORROR OF TCIE FUTURE.
And when the Bear was thus
The greater horror about the next war Is tho Fuzzy Wuzzy, his muskrat lady given a honey
dumpling he was
armistice that will follow. Boonville, Mo. Republi- - housekeeper:
so tickled thnt he turned a somer-saui- t,
"I'm going to have some fun
can.
when he had read who left
this Hallowe'en."
,
It for him. And ho ran out
after
NO! THERE'S IIOWAT!
"Oh, I suppose so!" sighed t) lnip"v and cried:
dolcontributed
their
Those Illinois miners who
Nurse Jane. "You'll probably slip
Uncle
"Oh,
I
could kiss
Wiggily
lars to help the Kansas miners out are not lifting salt In the susar bowl, pive me a you!"
their glasses and saying "Here's Howat." Minne- last year's paper to read nnd put
"Not tonight!" laughed
c
a
on the window to scaro Longenrs as he ran back to Mr.
apolis Tribune.
his
me at night!
Oh, I know you, hollow stump bungalow.
"And
ITE ANTEDILUVIAN LOVE.
Wiggy!
now, ' he said to Nurse Jane. "We'll
Woman, 100, Gets Proposal to Marry From
"Nothing of the sort!" exclaimed ku uuooing tor apples with the
Suits 103. New York Tribune. Not what one would the bunny gentleman, making his animal
children
This Is the best
Tennes-scacall "puppy love," at any rate. Nashville
pin nose iwinmo twice as last as Hallowe'en I ever knew"
me egg neater, because ne was so
And so it was. And If the rub
excited. "I'm not going to play ber band doesn't ntn
any of those tricks at all, and none n tne middle nf tho niv.
BETTER T1IN A DIVORCE LAWYER.
it makes the pen Jump down into
A Delawnre minister has been unfrocked for on you, anyhow.
"Then, for goodness sakes alive, the ink well, I'll tell you next
plitting wedding fees with Jitney drivers. He over- what
are you going to do?" Nurse about Uncle Wiggily and the
a
looked a bet in not adding divorce Insurance as
pins.
side line. Dallas News.

VERSE OF TODAY

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

The Journal wishes to make special mention of
the passing of a friend. Mr. Cudabac's death is
a distinct loss to the business and religious circles
of the city. He was an Indulgent father and 9
a husband, was a chum.
Mr. Cudabac was one of the earliest friends In
Albuquerque of the present editor of the Journal.
Although the business associate of a group of men
most violently opposed to the policy of the Journal,
his friendship never slackened.
ine jhsi puouc appearance or our friend was
at a gathering which was addressed by the writer,
Although then 111 from his fatal sickness, he in
sisted upon honoring us with his presence.
His
partiality toward us Inspired a reciprocal affection.
We mourn his loss with genuine sorrow.
WELL. THE HAPSBCRGS ARE BVSY.
Mr. Cudabac had a normal, useful and honor
In the absence of further advices concerning
able career.
His interest in public benevolences
the
business, it must be assumed
was his most marked characteristic.
Thousands that the Hohenzollern family has relapsed Into unwill Join us in regretting his untimely death.
employment. Washington Star.
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VALENCIA COUNTY TO
HOLD CORN SHOW AT
- LOS LUNAS NOV. 2

wood-choppi-

THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
The Chamber of Commerce Is eteadily weakening. It threatens to cease to function.
The indifference to it is laid to a variety of causes.
,
There is but one real cause. The people of
Albuquerque have no less civic pride and ambition
, than in former years.
As good townbuilders are
available now as at any time in the history of
the city. A belief that we are in better shape to
go forward is in the air.
If those holding plural memberships in the
Chamber of Commerce will surrender them without
withdrawing their present financial support, a Ions
step will be taken. What we mean is this: Let
tho man who now has S3 memberships,
costing
him 11,000 per year and giving him S3 votes, take
one membership at 330 and then give J970 to
the chamber's service fund. Tut members on a
voting equality.
After a new membership drive, let the
present
directors resign and .allow the full
membership
to elect a new board. Most of the old board would
be
but they would have a commission
from the rank and file of the members.
A new
spirit would be manifest at once.If the present large contributors are loyal, wise
and uncolflsh, they will correct at once, this grave
mistake, unintentionally made, of plural memberships. And they will do it without withdrawing
their support.
NOT SO SIMPLE.

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
BATTER CHARLES IS OUT.
(From the Minneapolis Tribune),
For, the second time in six months Charles of
the late house of Hapsburg tried to reestablish
himself upon a monarchical throne in Hungary and
failed. He may as well consider himself as having
struck out, for it is unlikely he will be left In position to make another such attempt. If he sets any
value upon his life he ought to be thankful that
he has come out of his latest attempted coup
d'etat with whole skin.
Charles committed a breach of faith with the
Swiss government in taking leave without giving
the notice he had promised. He knew that he was
acting contrary to the wish and will of the allied
powers. Presumably he was flying In the face of
a majority popular sentiment in Hungary. Surely
he was lending himself to the machinations of selfish politicians who have not relinquished the idea
that the old order of things governmental in Hungary should be restored.
The dethroned
has shown himself
to be a public nuisance in Europe a nuisance that
must be abated in the interest of peace and order.
Hungary is having a hard enough task to stabilize itself without being stirred up by such seriocomic enterprises as Charles has engajid in. The
house of Hapsburg has been put out of business
for all time, if there is anything dependable in the
lecognized decrees of the past and In the signs
of today.
If contributed more than its share to
the turmoil of the world.
Charles is very far from being a Napoleon. He
has neither the brain, the statesmanship, the vision
nor the force of character possessed by the man
who, a hundred years ago, conquered most of EuThe
rope only to fall at last and die In exile.
sooner he counts himself out of the sweep of events
andhimself
all
the better for
others concerned.
Mankind is looking- at him today through the big
end of the telescope, making htm appear far off
and small. It Is in no mood to turn the glasses
around, and even it it were it never could see him
a majestic figure.
-

The problem before the limitation of armaments
conference is not as simple as may be imagined by
some people. At first blush it would seem that
an agreement ito maintain the present relative
strength of the armies and navies of the world
would not be difficult.
If each, without an extravagant building program, would be as well relatively without that enormous expense, why spend
the money?
But other factors enter which rob the matter
a
ol its simple
limitation feature. How Is
It possible to put a limit upon the activities of the
brains of men?. Fleets of airships can be built In
a comparatively brief time. Under the guise of
commercial transportation the evolution of the air
plane can go on and the war types be designed.
The work on poison gases can not be stopped.
While one nation might suspend this department
In all good faith, the secret laboratories of another
would be stealthily perfecting this unseen but dead- i ly weapon.
A proposal will be made at the conference to
forbid the use of gases in civilized warfare.
It
should be rejected. Those nations which in good
faith, relied upon that agreement would find themselves later to be the victims of the secret machinations of the designing.
War is a silly thing. It is an effort to settle
an issue by the use of force. A war can end only
by the weakening of one side or the other beyond
Poison gases are not inhuman
further resistance.
as oompared with mines and bombs and ambushes.
In" the late war 26 per cent of our casualties by

throo
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Cnrrmpondrnrn to The .Innrnnt.)

Los Lunas, N. M., Oct. 30. The
second annual
Valencia
county
corn show will be held November
1 and 2 at Los
Lunas.
One thousand ears of corn are
expected to be entered in this corn
show, to compete for the premium
ribbons, prizes and honors.
There will be on exhibit ears of
corn weighing over one and a half
pounds to the ear, from fields
which produced over 100 bushels of
corn to the acre.
Valencia county farmers In cooperation with the county agent
have conducted corn variety tests
for the
three years, and as
"Ok.Uncietyiggily.I could, the resultspastof this work
and Investigation, have developed some very
kiss you!
cried prolific
and heavy producing corn
Jane wanted to know. "The ani- adapted to this
valley.
mal boys and girls will play tricks
The
is Invited to
on you and you'll want to play see this exhibit public
of corn. Admission
tricks back, will you not?"
is free.
"Yes. but different this time!"
"I'm go- STAR
laughed Mr. Longears.
HALFBACK MAY
ing to play tricks on tho Fuzzy
Fox, the Woozla Wolf and the
HAVE BROKEN ANKLE
Bushy Bear."
"Oh, my! How dare you?" cried
(Br The Auoclated Preu.)
the muskrat lady. "If you go near
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 80.
any of the dens of thoso bad aniWhen the Colorado agricultural
mals they'll nibble your ears! And
football team left here last
if you play tricks on them they'll college
night after Its game with the Colo,
do something worse!"
rado
college Tigers, Coach Harry
"Oh, no they won't Janle!" Hughes announced
that he thought
chuckled the bunny rabbit.
Duane Hartshorn, star halfback
"Why not?" asked the muskrat ar.d captain, had broken an ankle
lady.
In the third
during
'"Cause they won't know me!" quarter. scrimmage
Hartshorn was taken out
answered Uncle Wigglly. "I'm go- of the game at that time and
ing to disguise myself like a sour Hughes Intimated the farmer leadapple you know, with a queer er might be out of the aggies' lineface. Neither up for the rest of the season.
wrlnklod, twisted
the Fox nor the Bear nor the
Wolf would ever think of harmA method of stilling waves In
ing a sour apple. They don't like front of breakwaters by an infuthem."
sion of air bubbles has been
'
"Well, after you make yourself

r.

(Copyright

Tl

1921 by George Matthew Adams
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NO PROTECTION FOR
KLAN IN CAPITAL, QUAY
COUNSEL IS TOLD

Crabbscrawlings

BOYS AND

TOBEY TOADVINE BAYS.
I don't care nothln' 'bout liquor
no more; that is, no more than
I
used to. Ever" Hallowe'en brings
out a lot o' punkjn heads that ain't
got no candles in 'em.
Rumors and roomers
closely related.
The old guy with
beard,
Is sure a strange
The faster the pace
The quicker he

are very

pBllliliillill

old cuss;
we set for him,
overtakes us.

n

-

iMh inn

-

'
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Can it be that the Ku Kluckers
never heard ol pajamas?

i

I ASK

TO KNOW.

If a dog is clean and pretty and
- wnite,
And of fleas he hasn't any.
Why must he run with a mongrel
.

-

pup,

Who; has

a lot too many?

,

KNITTED GOODS MARKET RE
PORT. .
With the coming of winter, hoee
will go up and underwear will come
down.
,
CURRENT EVENTS.
King Lardner has .written an article on "Bathing Made Painless."
Remember what the old farmer
said about the giraffe?

H. B. TerrelL

When H. B. Terrell, one of the,
counsel of tho Ku Klux
NEWS ABOUT TOWN.
general Washington,
turned ovei
It is rumored, with many to
officials
Washington
polics
shushes, that Step Lively Watklns
found our bed and board distaste
treatening letters he had received,
ful because certain of his princi
o m uuiiueu umb ue wouia re
pals objected to his advertising ceive no protection in the capital
Albuaueraue as a health resort.
as a memDer oi tne kian. Terrell
With that restriction, pray, how is understood to be head of the
would you advertise it, to whom, Kian in
Washington.
and with what
VOX POPULI.
Old Kill Ciichton (hoot mon. It
with
Brighton) says "write
rhymes
more verse.
Herb Goetz says "Aw! Poetry's
all right if you like poetry..
Alex insists that that castor on
flapper thing was a masterpiece.
Don Fulano states he will have
no more of that stuff.
A modest violet requests that the
editorial we be used exclusively.
Tobey ToadMfaie says the personal pronoun singular lends a more
intimate touch.
HELP! HELP! HELP!

COLORED SUPPLEMENT.
on
Eph. "Boy, It I evah landshave
y6u somebody else is goin' to
name."
to tell the hospital folks yo'
I Jeff. "Go way, niggah, or you'll
be readln' 'bout yo'selt in the
column."
'bit-ua-

ry

WOMAN'S DEPARTMENT.
One should not paint the lily,
Nor try to tint the rose,
But a lady simply has to have
Some powder for her nose.
The old fashioned girl who used
to think it was sinful to touch up
her cheeks a bit, now has a beauty
specialist enamel her whole face-

Thr

lire a lot of stupid women

the world, and about an equal
number ot men who are bores, so
that evens things up very nicely.
in

WOODS AND WATERS.
A sportsman of our village came

home one day last week from a trip
dnwn the Rio Grande. He said the
ducks were so thick and flying so
low that he had to reach up and
flock so
pull one out of the lower to
shoot
that he would have a hole
through whenever he wanted to
shoot at one higher up.
That beats the story told by Un
dersherift Fornoff of the boys down
at Juarez with the gourds.
SPORTS.
THE WEST SUPREME.
Chicago licked old Prlncton,
And Centre also won;
We copped a little money,
And ain't we got fun.
The man who used to come to
town and blow out the gas. now
comes in and blows out a tire.
THERE'S A REASON.

He's a duffer when he gets out on
the golf course
He's a boob at Judging poker
hands and such;
At tennis he's a watcher from the

side lines,
He plays nothing very well or
very much.
At shooting he's a blank, I tell you
truly,
At sailing he's in danger, when
alone;
At riding he's a menace to good
horse flesh.
At swimming he's a sinker, like
a stone.
But yet he gets the girlies by tho
dozen,
You hear .his name on every
maiden lip;
For he drives a rakish chummy
i
roadster,
And he toddles with a truly wicked hip.
.

Well, October,

Adlos!

'

T. B. C.

RECORD FOR WOMEN.
of
Paris, Oct. 80. Miss Linesworld
England today established a 100
record for women by running
5
Miss
seconds.
yards in 11
Bleard of France ran the 1,000
meters In K minutes, 17 5 seconds.
Tho events were n connection with
a meet between British , and
French women athletes.

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE
GAIXUP.
H. P. Powers, countv ajrrleul
tural agent, and wife attended the
ban juan county fair' last Thurii
day. Mr. Powers was Judge of llve- siock at tne lair.
Rundell & Austin Variety store
is a new business opened in Gal
lup. The proprietors recently came
to Gallup from Clovis, N. M.
I H, Miller and daughter, Miss
Mary Lew, have returned to Gallup
to reside after spending a year in
San Diego, Calif.
Mrs. J. H. Dowden leaves this
week to Join Professor Dowden at
Sheridan, Wyo. Professor Dowden
last year was superintendent of
schools at Rnswelh N. M.
Ranchers from various parts of
the county are bringing the harvest
of spuds to the Gallup market these
days. Robert Berry and Frank
Balok brought in some banner
spuds from the Balok ranch in
the Zuni mountains
this week.
They brought two tons of the best
seen
ever
in Gallup.
Mrs. Steve Canavan and son,
Master Steve, Jr., are in the city
from El Paso, Tex., for a visit with
Mrs. Rose Bonnita.
Mrs. Simeon Danoff and son returned last week from Los Angeles.
Calif.
Eugene McGuire Is suffering
with two badly mashed toes on
one of his feet as the result of an
auto wheel passing over them. He
and some other boys got to playing around an auto and some of
the boya pushed the car.
Mrs. Jack Kammer returned
Sunday from a visit with her parents in San Francisco, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Chapman
left for Kansas City, Mo., to attend
the national convention of the
American Lesion and auxiliary.
Mrs. Chapman goes as the delegate
of the local auxiliary.
H. C. Belding, manager of the
house, entertained the
Harvey
Shrine entertainment committee
at the Harvey dining room Thursguests
day night. About thirty-fiv- e
were present.
is
Boardman
Miss Margaret
home visiting with her folks, after
spending some time at Seligman,
Arizona.
Mrs. Pete Rolando Is quite 111 at
her home on North Second street.
Miss Margaret Griffin and Miss
Betty BoVard entertained at dinner Wednesday evening In honor
of Miss Thelma Hoffman and Miss
Margaret Boardman.
Mrs. Jennie Morello"' and her
mother, Mrs. D. Caretto, have returned from an all summer visit In
Los Angeles, Calif.
E. II. Youngblood of Thoreau, N.
M., was a business visitor in Gallup
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Parry of San
returned to
Diego, Calif., have
Gallup to reside.
Mrs. Clair Dowden loft Monday
for Seligman, Ariz., to Join her
husband, who is located at that
point.
Tony Chlcado of Denver, Colo.,
last week, purchased a business
block from Joe Schauer, Sr., and
will open a new business In the
city.
'

SCOUTS' DEGRF.E IS
AWARDEDJLIND

BOY

(Sprclal Correspondence to The Journal.)
Clovis, N. M., Oct. 30. Stock

Judging and demonstration teams
representing counties of New Mexico assembled here Friday to compete for honors and prizes offered
winning teams composed of members of boys' and girls' clubs. The
purpose of tho contest was to decide which
teams will represent
New Mexico at the western stock
show at Denver next January.
ine winning stock judging team
was trained by A. L. Hamilton and
C. C. Head, extension workers of
Quay county and its members are:
Ambrose Britton, Clyde Miller and
William Shirley.
'ine second team and a very close
second was trained by J. H. Porter,
club agent of Colfax county, and
its members are: Frank Mikesell,
Elmer Reno and John Eddy.
'ine winninjr county demonstra
tion team was trained by Mrs. John
jucuillivray, local leader of Tor
rance county, and Its members are:
Maybelle Harper. Dovle Addlngton
and Gladys Gumfory.
'ine second team In the demon
stration contest was trained
Mr .
K. H. Durand, club agent of Curty
county, ana its ,memt"r
Groves, Dora Brun'c
Opal Tate.
A prize of (25 offered l'v
ht
Hazel-Atla- s
Jar company fc- - 'ht,
best canning team was won by a,
team from Union county composed
of the following club members: .
Elsie Crlser, Bessie Lee Middick
and Nadia Mundy.
This team was trained by Mrs.
Hurley, home demonstration agent
of Union county.
The- - second team, composed o
Irene DeLozier and Ollle Duke,
was trained by Miss DeLozier, local
leader of Curry county. The cash
prize awarded this team was $15.
The National Duroo Jersey association awarded a beautiful silver
loving cup to Guy Carter of Curry
county for ranking as the best individual Judge of swine among club
members of the state.
The Judges of both contests were
selected with care and places were)
awarded after careful deliberation.
The Judges of tho stock Judging:
contest were Albert Mitchell, well
known rancher of Harding county
Homer Powers, stockman of
county, and W, E. Elser,
noted livestock Judge of the agrl- cultural college,
The demonstration contest was
Judged by Miss Mary Newell, American Red Cross nutrition worker.
Livestock for the contest was
furnished by well known breeders
of eastern New Mexico.
Entertainment at the local
hotels was provided for all contestants by the Clovis chamber of commerce and a rousing good time was
had by the boys and girls Friday
night at a Hallowe'en party.

a1

ey

'

LEGAL NOTICE
(REPUBLICATION.)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Departmeut of the Interior, U. S. Lam!
Office, at Santa Fe. N. M.. Oct. t.
1921.

Notice Is hereby given that Salome
Montoya y Chavez, of Alameda, N. M..
who, on December 7. 1917, made hnme-atea- d
entry, No. 034338. fur EH SE"4,
EVi BWd 6EH, E"4 8E14 NW4 BE'i.
ectlon 27, township 9 N., range II E.
N. M. P. meridian, haa filed notice of
Intention to make three-yea- r
proof, to
establish claim to the land above deS.
U.
befoie
Commissioner. Alscribed,
buquerque, N. M., on November 14, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses: Oulrlno
Coulter, Jacobo Medina, Auxustln Alfaraa,
Nestor i'achecho, all of Chllllll, N. M.
A. M. HERGRRE.
Register.

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate ot
IJlysse Julius Ledger, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the 20th day
of October, 1921, duly appointed
Administratrix of the estate of
Ulysso Julius Ledger, deceased, by
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, and having qualified as
such Administratrix,
all persons
having claims against the estate of
said decedent are hereby notified
and required to present the same
to the undersigned in the manner
and within the time prescribed by
law.
DIXIE LIPE LEDGER,
Administratrix.
Dated October 21st. 1921.
NOTICE OF SLIT.
No. 13088.

State of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo. In the District Court.
Llllie Fox. Plaintiff, vs. Larry Fox,
Defendant.
To the Above Named Defendant:
You are hereby notified that a
suit has been filed against you In
the said Court and County by the
above named plaintiff. In which the
said plaintiff prays for absoluto
divorce on the grounds of abanand cruelty.
donment,
And you are further notified that
unless you enter or cause to be
entered your appearance in said
cause on or before the 25th day of
November, A. D. 1921, Judgment
will be rendered in said cause
against you by default and the relief prayed for will be granted.
The name of the plaintiff's attorney is W. Moore Clayton, whoso
postofflce address is Albuquerque,
rt

Bloqmlngton, 111., Oct. SO. Although blind since ho was ten years
old, Albert
Barhard has been
awarded the degree of Eagle Scout
bs
normal council
Bloomington
Boy Scouts of America, satisfac- N. M.
'
FRED CROLLOTT,
se(Seal)
torily passing the twenty-on- e
..
Clerk.
vere tests necessary to qualify.
Albert is said to be the first blind By HARRY F. LEE, Deputy.
The Inhabitants of Jutland are
believed to be the most genuine boy to attain the eagle scouts deTry' a Journa' Want Ad.
specimens of the old Danish stock. gree.,, ..

'
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HEALTH KEEKER
have Just listed a small
adobe hnupe of three rooms nnrl
hath. This Is nn extra wel'
hullt house and in !ated Ir
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This property ran he hough
for only 2 iTiO. with extra goort
terms if desired.

tltuhhiml

-

3-

- Room

unfurnished ,
apartment,
furnished
- Rooms,
furnished
- Rooms,
furnished
es,

54-

6-

Tell us

$30700

..$110.0'
$65. ff
$31. 8d

Lowlands.

furnished
what you want

- Rooms

"WS

$100.00

'

FOR SALE

rooms,
Double frame cottage,
h, glassed porch on each Bide, eom-- ;
rents for $80 a
tely furnished;

r nth: East Central.
cement block bunga-- .
" w.'0 Five-roomodern, bull In feature!, fireplace,
'
Fourth ward.
jrnace;
' 300
Five-roowhite stucco bungalow,
modern, large rooms, hardwood floors,
fireplace, furnace, corner, fine location;
Fourth ward.
Some good ranches for sale. Hmie
' and lota in all parti of the city. Busi-ne- a
property and business opportunltlea.
A. FLEISCHER, REALTOR.
Fire Insurance, Automobile Insurance,
Mate Glass. Burglary. Public liability, Compensation Insurance.
Surety Bonds.
Phone 74.
Ill South Fourth Bt.

FOR SALE

House. The
Stucco
cash required, $1,300, we do not
be Investcan
know where $1,300
ed to better advantage. Come In
quirklv if you are interested.
J. Jj. PHILLIPS, REAL ESTATE,
110 S.

Third. Phone

FOR SALE

854--

The Strike Is Settled

And all are happy. So lets' put
our shoulder to the wheel and
help boost Albuquerque. You will
find us at the same old stand
ready to do our bit,
If you want to rent, buy, sell or
insure your home seo us
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth
Phone 414.

0

s

o--

1921 (V INTX FfATURt StAVlcC iNb.- -

Loan and I nan ranee.
21u W. Gold.
Phone 907--

Four-roo-

'

nave It.

REALTOR

.!

llfe.

we ma

D. T. KINGSBURY,

f.

COMPANY

REALTORS.
OCR MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC
We give special attention to locating the stranger In a home.
Our nutos are at your service.
Several houses and apartments
for rent.
EXTRA WELL BC1I.T
ALMOST NEW I1RICK
Hardwood floors, parage, sidewalks, lawn, etc. With or without furniture. Close In, good
terms. Fine location. Lowlands.
Immediute possession.

FOR RK VI.
Rooms and two porch- -

2-

S

MPF

ASK US
About that home you long to
own, or may be it is a vacant
lot. We have them in all siieB
and locations. Look here:
easy
$760,
Highlands,
furnished.
terms.
Terms.
Lowlands, $4,250.
Six-roo-

Shelley Realty Co,

Phone

459--

J.

218 W. Gold.

Chicken Ranch to Trade
Dandy place, close In, for chicken
Yard coops,
business.
raising
brooders, laying house, plenty of
water, wind mill, a three room
house. A chance to beat H. C. I
J. P. GILL.
Phone 723-115 S. Second
J.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the Weat) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
to neonle who demand quality.
:n before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work In before 5 p. m. mailed noon next
day. Addresi work to
THB RED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
representative in YO'JR
(We want
territory.)

Mr.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE
Four - room

modern
house,
sleeping porch, hardwood floors throughout, large
basement, built-i- n laundry tubs,
jaiage, full size lot, all for onlj
$3,800. Reasonable terms.
glassed-i-

A. L, Martin Co., Realtors
Real Kstate, Fire and Auto

n
features, oath room complete; Ideal sleeping room where one
can get good fresh air and aun;
beautiful view, neighborhood of the
the best; make a substantial payment down and move In. The house
Is made of adobe and Is stuccoed
white. It will be good and warm
for this winter. See us without delay, as It will not last long on the
market.
BEALTT COMPANY
D1ECKMAXX
Realtors.
Real i:stn(e. Insurance, loans.
SOS W. Gold Ave.
rhone 670

built-i-

brick bouse.
BALE
North Edith. Phone 2401-RFOR SALE By owner, new house, 100.
foot corner lot; shade tseea, outbuildings; ideal for co i,s, chickens, rabbits;
terms. 1000 South Elm.
modern stucco
FOR SALE Five-roohouse, screened-l- n
sleeping porch, back
and front porches, bath, lights and gas.
Br owner, 823 South Arno.
FOR SALE Near car line and school,
four-roohouse, bath and aleeplng
porch, garage. Phone 1308-MY NEW HOME fon sale; six rooms and
large basement, 75x142 foot lot; shade
trees, fruit trees, well fenced chicken
pen. 1108 North Eleventh,
FOR SALE By owner, "18 West Coal:
Frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, two
vacant.
large porches, newly decorated,
Terms if desired. Phone 1803-four-roomodern furFOR SALE New
nished cottage, on South Walter, 1500
J. A.
down and monthly payments.
Hammond, 824 East Stiver, phone 1522-FOR SALE New extra well built five-roo- n
ood floors, built-ibungalow; ha
features; basement, lawr garage, furterms. Phone
nished or unfurnished;

SEE THIS
room brick house on fine
large lot in best section of
Highlands. Can be had for
cash and monthly payments. The price is only $4,750.
$1,-0-

ROLLIX E. GUTTIRIDGE,
1023.
314 W. Gold.

Phone

For

Rent-Room- s

$1200

158.

A

$25 Monthly

$25

WANTED
Will pay 9 per cent on $2,000
and $4,000 First Mortgage on
brand new real estate.
LOAN

Phone

Five-roo-

with Board

HOME

BRAND NEW

new home of five
rooms and basement, hardwood
floors throughout, large living
room with fire place, splendid
location and built to endure.
Can you believe the price is
only $4.5007
Six room modern houso to rent,
A beautiful

$45.00.
$1,500
$1,200

to Loan
to Loan

D. Keleher. Realtor,
211 W. Gold.
Phone 410.

J,

A

FINE

HOME

FINE HOME SITE
Two beautiful lots on East
Silver. Price reduced for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to seo them? Call
J. A. HAMMOND.
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1522--

" REAL HOME"
Seven rooms, bath, built-i- n
features, large front and back porches, garage, etc. In the Fourth
ward. $4,500. Easy terms.
McDOXALD & WORSIIAM,
Real Estate and Insurance,
Phono OflB-108 S. Third.

J.

1576-- J.

CASH BUYS

modern house, furnished or unfurnished; fireplace and sleeping porch. Newinside and out.
ly decorated
Balance monthly.
Close In.
A. C. STARE3
Real Estate Insurance
319 W. Gold Ave. Phone 168

50-fo-

r

The best one, four blocks from
On Luna Boulevard, five rooms 5 rooms furnished, glassed in porch
eight rooms, glassed-i- n
$500 CASH
and sleeping porch, furnace, fire large front porch, fireplace, lawn, postoffice;
porch, steam heat, hardwood
etc. Good location and priced floors,
one
home.
place, hardwood floors, built-i- n
two garages
For sale, almost new modern four-roofeatures, Garage, lawn, trees, for right with terms.
It is a bargain. Part Terms.
house, lights, water, furnace
$6,300. Good terms.
cement basement, garage, coal and
H. F. GILMORE
W. IT. McMILLlDN,
442-Gold
W.
214
house.
wood
$500 cash and $60 per
Phone
R. MeCLT'GHAN, REALTOR,
200 West Gold.
month. Now vacant. Inquire
204 W. Goldr- Phone 442-028 South Walter Street.
Down and

-

Six

Phone

lust beyond Mountain Road, observe the new enterprises, look
at the growing surroundings.
Somebody will make good
money in thle section. Why
not you. A few choice
lots for $750 each. Cash or
easy payments.
W. C, THAXTON,
705 W. Mountain Road,
1 to 6 p. m.
to 9 a. m.
Phone 761--

REAL HOME

A

Homes

FOR

Loans.

Insurance,
!23 W. Gold.

and Mrs. Healthseeker,
Small New House
In Highlands,

(2,480.00,
Nice living room with plenty of
convenient ' kitchen with
windows,

n

ARE YOU A THINKER
If so see North Fourth street

XT 7

3

FOR SALE
Eight Model

55
In
condition Apply
BIAVA AUTO CO,,
New Mexico
Gallup ..-

Cadillac
t

A-

with S interest will build or buy
you a homo. Call at our office
for further information.
Phone 835-- J
Ill South Fourth
WESTERN AGENCY
AMERICAN HOME BUILDERS
(Incorporated)
R. L. WOOTON, President

-l

FOR REN?

Rooms

FOR

SALE

bargain, 621 North Thirteenth street, $500 cut in price.
Five rooms, two glass porches,
one screen porch, modern, except heat.
A

FRUIT

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAFROM ALBUMENTALS
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
tt
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.,
Albuquerque,' N. M.

HELP WANTED
Male.

FIREMEN, URAKEMEN, beginners (150,
later J 250 monthly. Write Railway,
care Morning Journal.
Female
WANTED
Experienced collar girl. Ex
celsior Laundry,
cook.
Experienced
Apply
FOR SALE Miscellaneous WANTED
Mrs. Weinman, 708 West Copper.
Phone
birds.
WANTED
FOR SALE
Canary
Elderly Uiv for lijusowork.
1130-414 East Santa Fe. phote 501 J.
TRY BODDY'B MILK. BEST I.N TOWN. WANTED Girl for general housework.
Mrs. Glassman, 514 South Walter.
Phone 2413-RV'ANTED Girl for general housework.
Green tomatoes.
SALE
FOR
2404-JS. J. Vivian.
Apply mornings, 824 North Thirteenth.
WANTED Girl for general housework;
TRY our Bulgarian buttermilk.
must stay on pr jm
1021 West
querque Dairy Association.
FOR SALE Heating stove. Gottlieb and
105
WANTED
First.
North
woman
White
or
Beer,
girl to do
light housework, at once. (11 South
WALE
FOR
Tnreslntig machine, ii
Arno, south side.

TWO DANDY HOMES
IN UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS.
Extra well built, both on large
lots and close in.
Have built-i- n
features, fireetc.
places, heating plants,
These must be seen to be appreciated.
Whoever buys any of these
tljree homes will bo a well
satisfied customer.
Let's Serve You Today?
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS LOTS
ARE SELLING DAILY.
No better place for a Savings
Account and Investment. Get
your lot today. Only $10 cash,
and $10 per month. Let us
show you the official map of
this addition at our office.
You'll be surprised to see how
very rapidly they are selling.
Our autos are at your service.
WE INSURE ANYTHING
INSURABLE.
If you knew the protection we
can give you on your auto
policy for only $3.00 extra per
year, you would not be without It. If our salesmen do not
happen to see you ask us
about it.
Second and Gold.
Plwne 810.
Let's Serve Yon Today.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
o.ma 16, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 1153-- J.
PHYSICIAN
AMD
UK. S. I, HtllTON,

Kl

eUlfcOFrS.

Diseases of tne Stomach.
Suite. 9 Burnett Building.

KB. H. C.

tUKKl,

Eye, Kar, Mneo and Thrnnt.
Barnett Building.
Phone 838.
Office Uoura
to 12 a. m., and J to 8 p. m.
DR. MARGARET
tAKXWUK.Ht,
Office Grant Bldg.. Room 14. Phone 671
Residence 1123 East Central.
Phone 471.
DB. ALFRED

Phone 62.
Open Evening.

I. TnEMN,
Dentist.

llll'.i

South Third.
Dental

FOR RENT Dwellings
FOR RENT Room and porch, with good
W. M. SHERIDAN, M, D,
616 West Copper.
Room.
board. 70S North Fifth.
modern houae. FOR REN'S
FOR KENT Five-rooFOR KENT Large front room. 1488-Practice Limited to
P. O. Box 411, City.
NICELY
228 North Walter.
furnished roon. with board;
woman to do GENTTO- - UIUWHY
Water muioi. inquire at WANTED Middle-ageDISEASES,
private family; no sick. 1027 Forrester. FOR RENT Five rooms and two lal FOR RENT Furnished room. 120 South
FOR SALE
housework
and
would
light
AND
cooking;
urnce.
DISEASES
Walter.
OF THE SKIN
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeving porch
Morning journal
porches. 821 North Thirteenth.
consider girl. Apply 1107 South High.
In Connection.
Washerman
alLaboratory
208
and board. 802 South Arno, 'jhotie FOR RENT' One three-rooroom.
FOR
furnished
Cub
RENT
heater,
one
and
Economy
Nicely
FOR SALE
FOR
EARN HOARD Room and 310 month Citizens P.nnk Bliie.
1908-Phone 8Rt.
601 North Third.
North Sixth.
two-roomost new.
house; both furnished. 130
while
school; catalogue free.
Room
FOR RENT
and o.iard, with South Walter.
t your door, Mackay attending
RENT Several unfurnished rooms. FOR RENT Modern three-rooFOR
POST delivered
DENVER
apartBusiness College, 906
South
CHIROPRACTORS
1949-board. 410 FOR RENT-e- d our-room
124
furnlsh-sleepln- g
South
Phune
Edith.
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
66o per months
modern
ment. 1110 North Second.
Main, Los Angeles.
East Oentrol.
house,
bed and high chair; WANTED Experienced, lady stenograrooms; FOR PENT Desirable furnished apartporch, 702 East FOR RENT Three furnished
Chlrnmrnctor.
MI HA MONTHS ON THB MESA
S14
modern. 1011 North First.
Tenth.
Central.
North
Fifth
N.
616
sick.
condition.
good
ment, cloaeinjno
pher and bookkeeper for position In
19 and 20 Armtjo Building.
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persons. FOR RENT Ranch home, 815 per month. FOR RENT Good
Call for Miss
apartment, FOR RENT Two-rooand four-rooFOR SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and no city. Apply morning.
Phone 2400-JM.
8.
823
F.NGE.
North
I). C.
416
221
furnished.
North Second.
West Gold.
Inquire mornings only.
apartments; rurage If desired. 1104
spots try the Manzano company niuing. Prealar.
Phone Connections.
FOR RENT Board and room for one or Eleventh.
Chiropractor.
with WANTED Competent experienced Amer
FOR RENT Furnished room, close In; North Second.
Cabinet
SALE
phonograph
FOR
202
Went
Rooms 82 and SJ.
Central
two gentlemen, on the Sawmill car line.
four-rooFOR RENT
reasonable. 207 North Fifth.
1970-FOR RENT Modern furnished apartcheap; fine tone. 820 North ican nurse, for two young children: re
records;
820 North Twelfth.
S28
Dr.
Fourth.
North
ferences
house, at
Mrs.
Phone
618
Edith.
n
South
at
ments
required.
Five-rooUlassed-lTwelfth.
Apply
mornings.
JtENT
FOR
BY
WANTED
OWNER
porch
sleeping
SALE
Miscellaneous
FUR
116 South Fourteenth.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
1429-811 South Walter.
and Ttltchen.
throughout;
stucco, hardwood floors
FOR SALE Banner Hot Blast heater. Leopold Meyer,
618 West
board.
Huns violin. Call 1337-J- ,
Lady preferred.
FOR RENT III highlands, two rooms FOR- - RENT Furnlsheo room for lady. FOR KENT One large and one small
WANTED Students to learn conversa WANTED
823 North , Eleventh. Inquire mornlureej living room, extra large garage; Fruit. Phone
1472-Call
at
216
and sleeping porch, furnished.
908 West Tljeras
tional Spanish, by native teacher: in
furnished
modern
apartment.
excellent condition.
10 per month.
405 South Edith.
ings only.
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location lor 522 South Walter.
dividual or
mini.
work. Job or days.
Instruction; if Inter- Wanted 1032-WC'arpentei
FOR SALE Singer sewing machined In ested call atclass
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no Noith Seventh.
.
few reservations now FOR
Three-roohealthseekers;
Phone
604 South Ninth, after 4
rurnistred
comRENT
furnished
1012
first-elats
FOR SALE Owner leaving town, a available,
RENT
a
FOR
414
bargain.
no children.
Apartment
Silver.
condition;
West
2238-J- .
sick;
m.
phone
p.
house and bath, large sleeping porch.
WANTED
adobe stucco, modbeautiful five-rooFresh milk cow; also spring
paid. 1418 North Second.
plete; light and water
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms. 1727 South
ern with hardwood floors, basement and Foil KENT Sleeping porch and room, 1117 East Central.
Edith.
wagon. Ph me 820-SACRIFICE Man's complete evening WANTEDam Girl to oe cimpmoiwillfor my
West Central, phone 1749-adjoining bath, with board; rates $55 FOR RENT Three-roogarage, on ITnlvesity Heights. See Mr.
wife;
cottage, with
employed
nlgnts;
give
1309
rooms
and
Two
POLISHED
site.
RENT
kitchenette,
FOR
and net up. Ervin
dress outfit new; medium
FurnlsneC rooms. 218
girl good home, room and boird, salary.
Smith, at 1420 East Silver, or phone month. 1636 East Central.
or unfurnished. North Seventh.
sleeping pjrch, furnished, at 1616 South FOR RENT
modern, furnished
Begging Co., phone 471.
142S-VSouth Walter, phone 1667-school.
Could
use
must
to
Girl
1320-going
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with or High. Call at 617 South High.
girl
Phone
WANTED Braeburner; price must be
A few choice Navajo rugs,
be
my wife evenings. Call or write
FOR RENT Front room eultable for two j FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for FOR SALE
without board; bath and phone. 315 $4 FOR RENT By Novemtier 1, five-rooFOR SALE $170 Incomo property, conreasonable. 807 with
reasonable. Phone 1S44-right from reservation;
South Edith.
Phone 820-South Second.
modern home, beautifully furnished;
gentlemen. S?7 North Fifth.
sisting of four furnished houses, It well
sick.
no
208
adults;
Arno.
South
housekeeping;
light
IF YOU WANT anything Hauled, call
will FOR RENT Room for one or two ladles, no sick or children. 604 West Marble.
located; this Is a fine Investment;
andto
Male
em
FOR
Female.
RENT
room,
Furnished
724
South Second.
Mitchell Transfer, phone 2058-.balFOR SALE Nice fresh eggs, 75o per
two
pay you to Investigate;1G78--part cash,
with glassed-i- n
house,
sleeping porch, and FOR RENT Eight-rooployed men. 415 North Fourth.
Call In person. JANITOR
Solicitors.
unfurnished;
01 South
FOR RENT Apartment,
doien. at Ely's Poultry Yards, 523 South WANTED
ance to suit. Phone
for housecleanlng work, floor
hoard. 113 North Walter, phone 1624-405 West Central.
sleeping porches, completely furnished; FOR RENT Nicely furnished
rooms
front
'
Hanna's,
and
two
porch.
1168.
sleeping
large
Elghfh, phone
Edith.
waxing. J. w. Lowe, phone 1972-306 West Coal.
F R RENT Room ene" sleeping porch. looated close In. Apply 621 South High.
410 North Sixth
room, reasonable.
6
Apply
one
We
two
or
want
HELP
WANTED
and
Used
tractors,
SALE
cement
FOR
finish,
WANTED
Six rooms,
BY OWNER
Viith board for convalescentr; gentleWashing and Ironing to take
FOR KENT Modern three, four, five FOR RENT One furnished front room. FOR
men or women to write fire and auto
Furnished
RENT
apartments,
Hardware Depart
with gang plows.
home.
105 Enst Coal, phone 1505-hot water heat, two fireplaces, two men only; private home. Phone 2148-houses and apartments;
and
with bath connections. 710 West Lead.
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque ment J. Korbei & Co.
Insurance; standard, old line companies; FOR
bed rooms, fifty foot frontage, shade FOR RENT Nicely
W. H. McMlllIon, 206
some furnished.
rooms
PAINTING,
Second.
furnished
ran
be
none
paper hanging, tintused. Gober,
producers
FOR RENT Nicely fuinlmied bed room. Hotel. 21H North
sausage and Short but Goher.
and fruit trees, garage and outbuildings,
FOR SALE Home-mad- e
table West Gold.
ing and furniture reflnlshlng call 666.
220 West Gold.
with steam heat and first-clas- s
420 West Coal. FOR RENT One
close In. Phone 1585-room
and sleeping
to your
delivered
fresh
good section, Fourth ward, 13.000 cash, board.
.
pork,
country
1327-to
110
South
16,
WANTED
respon
Your garbage. Plrone 2409-RArno, phone
RENT By December
afterfor
CIVIL SERVICE examinations. Albuquerbalance :ike rent. Phone J16-RENT Nicely furnished -- oom, out- Phone 1916-porch, nicely furnished for light house- door.
or write C. W. Hunter, general delivery.
sible tenants completely lurnisnea, FOR
11,400-11.60FOR
HEALTHSEEKERS Modern ac- five-rooPositions
November.
que,
noons,
alde entrance; also garage; no sick. keeping. Apply 820 South Broadway.
at 1116
FOR A XMAS PRESKNT, for shopping
Inquire
garage.
house;
nurse
18
service,
with
WANTED
commodations,
In
Age
Experience
upwards.
Second.
Furniture,
North
heating
modern house
FOR RENT Two large rooms, nicely
BY OWNER,
220 North
end travelling needs, a handy bag is unnecessary.
High street, city.
rasa de Oro, 1S West Gold, phone 614-For free particulars, in
small cook stove
Phone
range.
furnished for housekeeping; gas and a dandy bag. Phono 827-Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireFOR RENT Nice, large nont room, with
One-roo820-Civil
furnished
R.
RENT
FOR
cottage
write
(former
Tsrry
three
structions,
Nice rooms with sleeping
FOR KENT
coal range, desirable location. (16 West BOY YOUR GUN
porches,
fur
ladles
desirable
season
entrance;
place, large screened
the
private
before
house26 Continental Bldg.
with ecreened porch, for light
Service
examiner),
extra
convalescents.
for
with
with
large
rooms
board,
WANTED
bed
Coal.
2359-to
the
porches
dozen,
Phone
Washing by
light airy
opens; fifty shotguns and rifles
with Mrs. Reed, 611 South Broadway, phone keeping; healthseeker preferred, $10 per
Washington, D. C.
take home, 'or to rough dry. Call
closets, fronte east on largeIn lot
FOR RENT Furnished modern apart1902 FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, prifrom. 116 West Gold.
aelect
attention
available,
month:
1204-nursing
excellent
626.
6:30
m.
after
p.
lawn, trees, etc.; everything
605 East
vate entrance; reasonable.
ment, three rooms and bath, steam Foil SALE Man's lacsooi fur coal,
South High.
BUSINESS CHANCES
WB1.D1NU
AND CUTTING
condition; terms If desired. Phone FOR RENT Home-lik- e
ot matals;
heat. Averlll Apartments. 20SVi North
place, eleepliiit
hundred FOR
Five-roobrick house, Central, phono 1421-J977-A I.E
large alxe; never worn. One
also welders' supplies and carbide for
Second.
ilarage. best Ii'CuWod in
porch, bath and board. In University FOR RENT
1519-window
room for houseFOR
Furnished
Phone
RENT
dollars.
twenty-fiv- e
screened
879.
bath,
sleeping
porch,
women
M.
town.
N.
Phne
Aldrtss
ami
sale.
Co..
A
Steel
real
preferred.
Height,;
bungalow, price
Inc., phone 1947-FOR SALE
shades and coal range In house, newly
keeping, $10; gentleman
only. 201 FOR RENT Two rooms, bar and large CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. There
bard wood Home, care Journal.
FOR SALE Stock of merchandise. Phone MAX BARGAIN STORE, at 315 South
for housekeepplace worth Investigating; window
Call East Lewis, near shops.
porch,
water
free.
glassed
sleeping
$60,
garage,
decorated,
Ainu
It.
eeat.
to
one
obtain
is
Dlace.
buffet,
einnr.. fir.
only
place
332.
Modern accom1004
II. B. Jamison, attorney for as
HEALTHSEEKER
First, will pay the highest prices for
at 220 North High.
an FOR
FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n sleep- ing; two private entrances.
querque Dairy Association. Phone 861.
linen closet; every built-i- n feature ofrear
modations In country home, with nuisa
your second-han- d
signee.
clothing, shoes and
front and
ing porch; gentleman only, 224 South
large
ideal kitchen:
Coal range and large healer, FOR SALE
car line. Address FOR RENT We have aeveral houses
SALE
not
FOR
from
furniture.
Phone 858.
far
service;
locat'm.
good
Grocery store;
FOR RENT Steam heated, sunny apart
Walter St. Phone 2272-OWNERS,
and apartments to rent.
both good as new; also Iron bed,
porches; stationary tubs,m extra number postofflce box 224, city.
An
business.
hot
RUG
good
gas,
rent;
ment
electrlo
CLEANERS
cheap
with
doing
ran
We
lights,
ns.
Hat
with
'
room,
211 South' High
properties
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
of windows; large lot;
swer H. C. H.( :are .Tourna,
PORCH and rent your
611 West springs and mattress.
MATTRESSES renovated. 13.60 and no,
water, two or three rooms.
or gar DELIGHTFUL SLEEPING furnace-heatethem and save you trouble. Gober.
modern home. Mrs. Fred Ham, 621 Coal.
buildings; suitable, for business 1988-d
furniture repaired end packed. Ervin
FOR SALE Pork fattened In clean pen
J
bedroom, with board. In
FOR SALE One of the best business
Short & Gober, 220 West Goll, rhone 666. North Second.
age: ran arrange terms. Phone
Blossom
no
swill: also turnips, cnerry
home; reasonable; also table board.
properties In Albuquerque. 215 South Bedding Co., phone 471.
FOR RENT Small steam heated apartRENT-na- ce Rooms, by the week; iur-11- 8
FOR
207 East Trumbul, phone 1032-1422-1420
Ranch,
Sliver.
Phone
East
LOAN
Hotel
street.
at
AUTOMOBILES,
First
BETTER KODAK KIN IStJ INU It is
Savoy
MONEY TO
Inquire
ment, completely furnished, Including
heat.
ft West Sllvor, )h' ne
105
better.
South Walter, FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and
Return poetare Dald on mall
linens, highlands.
WANTED Three men healthseekers,
On watches, diaMONEY- TO LOAN
RENT Private garage for one or 569.
For
also fresh milk in gallon
rders. The Barnum Studio. 219U West
1012.
cheese;
rage
.In
In
roomers
Shoe
FOR
SALE
and
country,
best
location
for
boarders
phone
valuable
shop,
.
611 West Coal.
isi-mcars.
In new
two
monds, runs and everything
room
FOR
Furnished
KENT
pnnne
Iota
Central.
Swayne'e
Dairy,
across river; long sleeping porch; good
Albuquerque, N. M.
city; complete line of machinery,
RENT Two or three modern furMr. n. Marcus. 213 South Flrs
house; board across street. 114 North FOR
cut body,
1950.
Address Shoe WANTED
ranch board; fresh eggs and milk; home FOR SALE Ford touring
$600 will handle.
nished rooms for housekeeping; sleep- FOR SALE Practically new Vlctrola,
1886-WCareful Kodak finishing.
Maple,
"MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
1212
r
phone
South
with
top.
Broadway.
eecond sue; thirty rocorus, iwemy-iouShop, care JournaL
cooking. Call 2404J4.
Twice dally service.
ing porch If desired: no sick; near high
Remember, satisand gold Jewelry; liberal rename,
110 East
of them double sides, 125.50.
SALE
Ford touring car and Ford FOR KENT Furnished rooms for .Iglit school.
Phone 1680-DAIRYMAN'S
CHANCE
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
M.ntioi nottiieh A Beer. 106 N. First FOR RENT Extra large well furnishedIn FOR
housekeeping; modern; also aleeplng FOR RENT One small light housekeeptrack. Inquire 710 North Thirteenth.
Silver.
TWENTY-SIto
room
cows
reasonable
with
a
front
and
Loaid,
fine
good
bull;
established
reliable,
firm. Hanna
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, dia-- private family; prefer man and wife WANTED TO BUY Late model Ford porch. 818 West Silver.
route; bottles; all In good working order & Hanna, Master Photographers.
ing apartment, or well furnished bed FOR SALE New Perfection oil stove,
monds, watchea. Liberty unu, y,...
or 'roommates; nice modern hime, best
roadster or truck with starter. Phone FOR RENT Pleasant front bed room, roo i with board; also garage. 1010 Foroven, pad tor sanitary cot, lowing now; bargain of lifetime. All for $2,800 WANTED
To
borrow
...t.nnh!ia i.nvMt rates. to Rothman s looatlon
315
North
five
hundred dolsuitable for two; no sick.
In town. 523 W. Copper. Phone SS2-camp chairs, two wagon covers, teni, cash; talk fast. Phone 1727-rester, phone 1510-theetrte. 1436-lars for six months: have a thirteen-year-ol- d
Borided
11T South First.
10
10x12.
North Sycamore.
Two-stor- y
car Eleventh, phone 1670-J- .6
BulcW touring
brick
FOR
SALE
FOR SALE
rooming
Three-roofurnished
Insurance
FOR
RENT
policy for three thoufront
RENT Nicely furnished
first-clauo., FOR
RESERVATIONS may now be had at
house and residence combined, on large sand dollari id good
FOR SALE A few selected Navajo rugs
condition, sona-unio- n
reliable
apartment, with bath and two sleeproom, adjoining bath; private entrance;
The Murphey Sanatorium. Rates: $20 elty.
and
tops direct lot near business section; room for a which 1 will assign for security. company
pillow
and Germantown
ing porches, newly decorsted Inside
give
801 South Arno.
no
ODD JOB MAN. to $25 per week. Includes private room
sick.
p'eTTI FORr TH
a
at $6,800; best of local references. Box Can care
822 East
from
bargain
good designs; bargains. business building;
reservation;
will
WANTED
8200
buy
car
Best
cash
water
and
paid.
lights
out;
1878-J
Phone
with aleeplng porch, connected with bath
1005 East Central, phone 1419-part terms. 3. A. Hammond, 824 East Journal.
Any kind of wi.rk
169-1600 Boutn FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and Coal.
roadster
Ford
Phone
preferred.
medical
General
no
nursing,
Odd Jobs carpentering. paint-I- and toilet.
sleeping porch, for two persons;
WANTED
Elm.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions Silver.
case, excellent meals, tray service. All
children. 110 South Walnut. ,
groFOR RENT Ranches
prevent fallen Insteps, curca all foot FOR SALE OR TRADE
WANTED Position
gandjroofrepaJrtnxPjione
rooms have ateam heat, hot and .old FOR HALE Some extra asoei use a ears. FOR REFT- - Well ventilated front room,
cery, cletbti atock. nice fixtures, fine
troubles. 81. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
paintin6; running water Phone 41. Dr. Murphey. easy terms. Molntosh Auto Co,
or
roof
house
For
and
cook,
WANTED
pastry
Experienced
Co.. 408 West Central. Phone 1057-- J.
location; also dwelling. Will consider FOR KENT Ranch; best land in valley;
reasonable prices
furnace heat, convenient to meals; no
first-clas- s
work:
West Central.
hay, grain, chickens, etc.. for sale. Call
meat cutter. 315 Bourn first, aiduIn or around Albusick. 108 Siatl Arno.
FOR SALE Hoover vacuum sweeper,- cattle of . something
Oeorge T Brown 1020 South Brmdwsv
PERSONAL
ror further particulars.
FOR SALE 1921 Hudson sport model,
querque Hotel,
Pollard Brothers, Sweetwater,
or having your
large baseburner, good as new; tnor- querque
l. sou- - IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms; WANTED
sell
for
FOR
worth
will
62.300,
BEFORE BUILDING
RENT By owner, a well Improved
Phone
homes.
Texas
housekeeper;
by
for
Situation,
private
fresh In
'
milk
our figures BABBER
Nubian
rates
goat,
by day or week. Over Pastime
400-oughbred
house repaired, call 854-Phone
ranch, consisting of two seta of Im1421-good manager: will leave tows. Ad March. 911 North Second, phone 1724-211 1
West Central.
are right No lo'i too large or too small. fio
6
Bulck. A- -l condition Theater.
provements. W. M. Fisher, one and one-ha- lf
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
dress Box 444, care JournaL
'
YOU WANT TO LEARN SPANIBti 7 FOR SALE
ROOF PAINT
ASBESTOS
and two
FOR RENT Glassed-l- n
miles southwest of Bar.lqg bridge.
lor
porch
a
be
real
sold
at
must
once;
bargain
Houses
CLOSE
No.
AUDIT.
and
WE
e
CHECK, OPEN,
I, Whiting
ESPINOSA,
SEE J.
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per gal FOR SALE Thirty-fivLeghorn hens
airy rooms; board across street. 114
cash. Can be seen at 214 West Gold, or
WILLIAMS
Phone 456.
ZANU,
LONE STAB At'TO LINE
building
keep books.
and pullets. Phone 1510-The Mansano Co., 110 Soutn
lon.
North Maple, phone 1886-coll 442-W'ANTKD We wunt proper. y to sell; if
701-S
room
Mellnl
Phone
The orange colored cars. Engle, Elebuilding.
with a French teacher.
Walnut phone 1884-Try a built up FOR SALE Nice fat pullets, 80o to
worth the money, we can move It. STUDY FRENCH
Twin six Faclc- - FOP. RENT Nicely furnished, well ven
SALE
OR
TRADE
FOR
Butte Dam and Hot Springe, N.
phant
For
ae
Instruction.
or
the
bulldlnf.
ae
Either class
802 South Broadway.
by stenographer- root, will last
private
long
31.85 each.
Sea our advertisement under Real Estate
tilated bed room: suitable for one or WANTED Position
ard. in first-claM.
shapef1 or will traae
Meet all trains at Engle. leaving
call at 622) South Broadway,
were thus adbookkeeper; four years' experience;
particulars 11161-400- - tw gentlemen, .416 South Third.
doee
rabend
car.
SALE
FOR
Dodson's
for
Bucks,
smaller
column; if your property
Garage,
frying
Hot
7
Phone
references.
Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 3:30 p. m.
executive
ability;
vertised. It would move, wouldn t It or phone
402 North Fourth.
bits; hens and frying chickens. 710
1IZ
FOR RENT Glassed" sleeping porch with 1424-Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars on
Five hundred shares of City West Lead
SALE
FOR
no
J. U Phillips, Real Estate. 110 South IF YOU are going to Colorado Springs,
If
1918
board
the
Dam
desired;
line.
room;
We drive our own cars.
sixes,
Two
SALE
Bulck
dressing
light
WANTED Position collecting, soliciting
Electrlo Railway, below par. Dr. K. WANTED Fifteen or
you can get information to your ad- FOR
Third, phone 364-Write for reservations at our expense.
models. 8760 and I860; Ford truck, objection to sick. 611 south Jiign.
twenty Plymouth
Gazette,
or salesman, or would consider buying U Bust, N. T. Armljo building.
vantage by addressing
n
drlvts.
enL.
one-toworm
nt
old.
RENS--FroD.
months
HEFFERNAN
Rock
Ford truck,
BROS., Props.
$200;
pullets, six
FOR
bedroom; private
a going business.
Address H. O. o.,
Colorado Springs, Colo
"SEWING MACHINES
Hot Springs. N. M.
Williams, Glorleta, N. M.
8400; Ford speedster, $200; Dodge tourtrance; adjoining bath; to employed oare Journal.
HEMSTITCHING and plcotlng attach- ing car, 8450. 116 West Oold
u
no slok. .816 South Seventh.
MACHINES
reodirea
ctr.ulNrri
mnn:
tor
H.
R.
SALE
Red
FOR
cockerels,
on
any sewing machine;
ment, works
NURSE with two yeirs' experlenoa In USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
cleaned; parte and supplies ror an
breeding purposes, from the C. P.
FOR RENT Furnished room, private en
TIME CARDS
hospital, wants position nursing and
DRESSMAKING
C H easily adjusted; price $2.60. withuoxfull In
Root Kotar; Roof Cement, stops leaks. Hays strain. '208 South High.
mskesi all work guaranteed.
trance, furnace
heat, to gentleman kee; !ng house for healthseeker.
41
Novelty CO.,
iuji
4U W. Popper. structions. Gem Texas.'
Mohair
Moreheart. nhone 846-J- ..
top dressing; Plymouth Cottage FOR SALE Six months old laying White
no sick. 119 South Edith.
employed:
South
Edith.
Chrlstl,
Corpus
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles.
Leghorn pullets, Rhode Island Bed
TWO nice ciean bed ro mis, adjoining
TYPEWRITERS
Floor Faint.
Satisfaction
Homestead
pi.Adi for slmil. clerical man or woman
1222 North Sixth.
half block to two s-- id b'.nroing
by
bath,
In town; also on ranch lor single or PLAIS sewing, mending or darning,
FOR
SALE
Thos. F, Keleher Leather Co.. hens; does and bucks.
Ranches
assured
J.
1351-J.
615 East Central. ph.re mci-TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled married man: one light work, charge
home. Phone
houses.
or
take
work
1017-SALE Barred Rock fryers, pullets
FOR
day
408
West
Central, phone
buuse!
and repaired. Ribbons for every ma- nlace: all aalarles small. Address full WANTED
FOR
stucco
moo
home,
SALE
and hens. 33o per pound; ducks, 40'
Country
futnlsMd.
Newly
ExSewing at home or by the WOODWORTH
chine.
Typewriter
seven rooms, steam heated, eleotrtc
Albuquerque
Mills Ranch, Springer,
915 North sec
Phone 1S15-clean rooms and housekeeping apsrt
day. - 1724 East Silver, phone 1914-Office Rooms pound.
122 South Fourth. descriptive letter.
on ten-acIn alfalfa and FOR RENT
change, phone 08-- J.
ranch;
ond.
ltghte;
1L
month.
or
ments.
week
evon-ln- g
by
Jlew Mexico.
day.
DREBSMAKINO
Ladles' tailoring;
WESTBOUND
or
box
orchard.
Address
Postorrice
or
FOR
177,
desk
RENT
Office
Dally.
loom,
apace
SALE Thirty-fiv- e
White Leghorn Train.
2407-R- 4
dresses, beading and embroidering. south Third.
Arrive.
FOUND
Address Box FOR
close In; reasonable.
Depart.
ana phone
hens, twelve Ancona and seven Black No. 1 The Scout.... 7:30 pm 1:80
HOTEL Sleeping rnome
Phone 1826-. ELGIN
8,
Pro,
SO
care
and up.
LOOKING
jpurnal,
for a comfortable home
MATTRESS ItENOVATlNlTlJ
North PLEATING, accordion, aide ana box:
Mlnorcas; also some mixed, 1500 South No. 3 Calif. Limited. H:30 am 11:00 am
housekeeping apartments, by the day. IFand
and
a
FOR
estab
2301-Attractive
stciui
office,
RENT
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furprofitable
pleasant
Central.
High, phone
602ft West
N. Crane. Ilk North week or month.
7 Fargo
No.
mell
orders.
.10:60
Fast.
am
21:30
am
lished business, you can secure same at
furnished. A SPLENDID flock ot bronze
and water
niture packing. Phone 471, Ervln
heat, light
turkeys, No.
The Navajo. .13:85 am 1:00 an
In good a bargain; four acres, two miles from Wright building,
LOST Boston bull pup. white spot over Seventh: Crane Apartments, phone 214,
FOR RENT To gentleman
.
ding Compeny.
opposite postofflce.
SOUTHBOUND.
breeding birds; alBo young turkeys for
one eye. Phone 1025-health and employed: furnished front postofflce. on main ditch, double r iuss, FOR RENT Office rooms; heat and
negligees.
NEW, ORIGINAL BLOUSES,
10:10 pro.
your Sunday or Thanksgiving dinner. No. 29 El Paso Exp
made' to order. New fast lace dyee; room. South Edith, a short distance garage, chicken houses, tools, blooded
LOST Brown leather glove, from. mo.
2416-Jstore.
Central
above
llatson's
H.
B.
water;
37
No.
El
Watklns,
Paso
11:30 am
681J.
J.
phone
1451-Exp
from Central. Phone
also furniture
chickens and turkeys;
stencilling. 1801 E. Silver. Phone
torcycle. Leave at Journal office;
avenue. Inquire J. Korber's Auto de MY ENTIRE
room, good
EASTBOUND.
C.
1.
S.
of
R.
Reds
stock
to
on
emwill
terms
aell
ward
responsible .eople. partment.
ORIGINAL INDIAN designs for
FOR RENT Lr e room with small
short or long time lease. Bur2418-Jhens, pullets, cocks and cockerels No. I The Navajo.. 2:10 pm 1:40 pm
LOST Female airedale pup, two months
room
.
broidery etencllllngi blouses, smoeka
ith, large ecreened Phone
FOR RENT Three very desirable office breeding pens or singles; pure bred C. P. No. 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 6:40 pm
roughs Adding Machine Co, old: reward. Tom cnase, mia n
or children's clothes. Phone 881-- J. 1801 sleeping adjo'
suite
8
per
S. F. Eight., 7:35 pm
entrance;
8:10 pm
private
will
and
rent
heat
water:
rooms, light,
Hays atock, backed by generation of No.
fOR
East Silver.
able for
iueri.en. Phone Mrs. A.
The Mongolian camels are very TIJeras, phone 1715.
7:20 am 7:30 an
separately or as a whole. A. B. Mllner, prize winners In the best shows In tne No. 10 The Scout
'
Albu2272-and
Fe
B.
Santa
f.old.
bsot
Between
Hall.
LOST
,
and"
"'"SALE828.
5416-JTheir
FROM
bite
SOUTH.
phone
vicious.
31SVtj West Central, phone
FOR
Rug,
powerful and
library table
country. H. B. Watklns. phone
FOR
on October 17, brown handNo. 28 From El Paso 4 35 pm
email rocker. 120 South Cedar.
FOR T ..V liifaii-clas- s
room, north,
generally induces blood poisoning bagquerque,
medicinal case; liberal FORATfe'reshiio'ls'tein
Board & Room No. 30 From El Paso 7:00 am
WANTED
cowv 710
cn-t- l
a: 11
SPECIAL
NOTICE
eout?
southeast
exuosurea.
and their breath i bo poisonous rewardcontaining
SALE
FOR
Twelfth.
400
mahogany
North
dressing
Antique
If returned to
No. 80 connects at relen with No. 21
r'
i;
North
Thirteenth.
best
pi-r'ate home;
WANTED Room and board" for high
sleeptrg
case, over hundred years old. Phone
that It is. said that no camel driver
Clovle, Pecos Valley. KaneCity and
,
dlitrlci: .' me privileges. Phone 1402-school girl; references exchanged. Box for
FOR BALE Guernsey cow. 1120 South
lives long.
FOR SALE Lands.
GILDE.ISI.EE WE ELECTRIC CO.
Particularly vicious
G
Coast.
970.
Arno, phone 576.
FOR ft A LE Dressers, beds, tables, sec ELECTRICAL supplies of ill Kinds, duo 137. care Journal.
rtinles are marked with a piece of FOR SALE Or will trade fur Albuquer-au- e
29
No.
connect at Belon with No. !1
KOR SALE Two tress milk cows. Tm FoT PENi-b-- J
to our low overhead expii", we ctn EMPLOYED couple desire strictly first frm Clovle end points ess and sojih
tional bookcase, china cabinets, Morns
red cloth to warn strangers.
ititully furnished front
rjronertv. 214 acre garden spot In
Bleke.
on
South
George
room
full
class
auto
board
12x3
November
9x1
J
and
better
Bmedwsy
you
fixtures,
by
rao:n,
tires;
give
rlvate home, adjoining chair,
lamps,
prices
rug.
Porlales, N. M.: fruit trees, 9 fine wells:
es, wiring, supplies, etc. We deliver. Pliont 15; must be close In and with congenial
The day of the planet Venus Is good
cement house, shade. Can FOlt SALE Two good uddle homes and battv, f,iri "t at; to gentlemen em line of flrst-- c lass used (urniture;32$ nt
1720 West, Central,
Soutn 1J20-t t a
surroundings and no sick. Answer fully
nth; no alck. 904 West revolvers, musical instruments.
entiir-atelady's saddle, 2107 douti Broadway,
after -6 or on Saturday. 13. u.
by some scientists to be IH31-Address J, D cars Journal.
ae 1634-- J.
Flra.
Maiquettc.
phone 216-- J,
Plant.
equal to 223, of our days,

RENTApaitoenti

''"AfNTERMG

"WXNTEb

Mattress renovating

a

TLOSTAND

FoirET'rgesto're

SALLWestock

f

SALEFurniture

..

.
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ALBUQUERQUE

JAP ARMS ENVOY
DELEGATES FROM
BRINGS AMERICAN
WIFE TO PARLEY
CUDABAG
CHINA GREETED

SE

U

Two Thousand Florida Grapefruit
Are On the Way, All One Size to Sell at a Dime.
Due in a Day or So.
last of the season, lb 15c
White Grapes, attractive
300 Pounds, entire output of the ranch.
KEEP THEM IN THE PANTRY.

CRESCENT GROCERY

We

Sell

.........

67S

The Highest Crada Macaroni
Est Noodlait Spaghetti and

Skinner

other Macaroni Product

lets go PUSTIIViE
LEWIS

s,

Coal and South Walter

Phone

Pnonee

ww4im

N. M.
for
Funeral services
Cudabac, automobile dealer, who
died at 7 o'clock Saturday even-inwill be held at the Methodist
Kpiscopal church, South, at 3
o'clock -- this afternoon. The Kov.
J. C. Jones of Roswell, presiding
elder of the church; Rev. W. S.
Vanderpool of El Paso, formerly
pastor of the local church, and
Rev. C. E. Higbee of Albuquerque, will conduct the services.
The pall bearers will be: John
F. Simms, Ed Cox, II. B. Simms,
Guy L. Rogers, II. B. Henlng and
H. L. Oalles.
The body will lie In sate at
the C. T. French parlors from
10 a. m. until 2 p. m. today. Interment will bo made in the family lot in Fairview cemetery.

ROBERT JONES

T0PflY

PRESENTS

SELZNICK

BUSBY'S WORLD

TEARLE

CONWAY

KNOWN COLORED

MIDNIGHT"

"AFTER

MINSTRELS HERE

Ralph Inee Production
a story of Life In the Upper and
An exciting adventure
Lower World.
A

Commander Taj of
the Japanese navy, a member ot
the Japanese delegation to the disarmament conference, has brought
with him to the U. S. his white
wife and their two children.
The
photo of Mrs. Tail and the chil
while
taken
dren was
they were
Retting a glimpse or Americas
"wild west" at Cheyanne, Wyo., en
route to Washington from the Pa

TOPICS OF THE DAY"

and

HAROLD LLOYD in "BLISS"
REGULAR

ADMISSION'

LOCAL ITEMS
Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 5.
I J. E. Niblack died at Mesilla
accordpark yesterday afternoon,
ing to word received here by V. E.a
Harrington. Mr. Niblack was was
prominent Odd Fellow and
well known here.
Pay Poll Tax at H n School.
The Presbyterian Christian Endeavor society will hold a masat the
querade Hallowe'en atparty
8 o'clock.
church this evening
Mrs.
Porfirio
and
Born, to Mr.
Sandoval, on Saturday morning, a
son.
The Woman s club chorus will
meet at 3:30 o'clock this afternoon
nstead of 2:30 on account of the
Cudabac funeral.
Four dollars, full wagon loao
factory, wood; i limited 91. amount
Hahn Coal Co. Phone
George A. Fleming of Las Vegas,
grand chancellor of the Knights
of Tythlas lodge of New Mexico.
Is a visitor in the city on official
lodge business.
. Mr. and Mrs. Mllo N. Thompson,
613 West Copper avenue, have returned from a visit to southern

INDIAN

'

California.

A boy was born early Sunday
morning to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
1. Jones, 207 North Fifth street.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician. Woolworth Bldg. Phone 644W
Mineral Lodge No. 4, Knights of
Pythias, will meet at 8 o clock tonight. Grand Chancellor George
A. Fleming of Las Vegas, will oe
present at the meeting.
The executive committee of the
liBSionary soeley of the Christian
church will meet this afternoon nt
"2:30 with Mrs. P. A. Moscley, north
of town.

boy Mcdonald wins

pragergolf trophy

Roy McDonald turned In a total
iet score of 289 at the end of yesterday's play at the Country club
and won the president's cup, donated this year by Arthur Prager.
Thirty men were1 in the play yes;

:

terday, but McDonald's lead was
too large to be overcome easilv.
lie turned In a net 80 In the rounds
yesterday, thereby cinching the

trophy.

MOORE Mrs. Kathleen Moore
, died at a local hospital yesterday.
She leaves two daughters and
three sons. One daughter was wit l
.flier when she died, and ono daughter arrived on train No. 1 last
night. The three sons reside at
'Washington, Ind. Mrs. Moore was
49 years old and had been in Albuquerque for several years. The
tody was taken to Blakemore's
"mortuary home pending funeral

"arrangements.
FRITZ The body of W. B.
Fritz will be shipped to Niagara
fcv
Falls this evonini?. flccnmn-inior- l
' his wife. The body will He in stat"
at French's parlors from 12 to 2
today.
.

GLOVER Otis H. Glover. SI
.years old, died at his rooms Sutur- He came to Albuquerque
day.
from Parsons, Kans. His father,
"B. C. Glover, took the
body back
for burial yesterday. C. T. French
.'was In charge.

fILLER Funeral
Ruth Miller will be
o'clock this morning
-- Twelfth street. Rev.
officiating.

At Reduced Prices

RUNNERS, CLAIM

NJVl;

Members

of tho Auto

Dealers

assemniy yesieraay morning, passed the following resolution upon
the death of N. M. Cudabac, who
117 b. First St.
Phone 9I7-- J
of the
had been Incharge
Cadillac agency here:
"Resolved: That in the death of
our esteemed citizen and our fellow dealer, N. M. Cudabac, this
association sustains a distinct loss.
OF L
We have lost a member whose
place will be difficult to fill in
the activities of this community.
The members of this association
AGENCY
HOLD have always M.regarded the friend-his
Cudabac and
ship of N.
willingness to assist in the promotion of the automobile Industry
highly indeed. He was not
TODAY very
only a Christian gentleman who
a splendid type of
represented
citizenship but he has always been
Members of the New Mexico ag regarded by his associates as upand honorable.
ricultural loan agency of tho war right
"To the bereaved widow and
finance corporation are to hold sons, we extend our deepest symtheir first meeting in Albuquerque pathy and affection and share
today, according to an announce- with them, In a measure, the loss
ment by J. B. Herndon, chairman of our friend and associate.
Tho commissions have not ; et ar"E. E. RLISS, Secretary.
rived from Washingfbn and it Is
"CHARLES M. BARBER.
doubtful if the members will be
"President."
able to take their oaths of office
today.
NESTOR M0NT0YA HAS
Many bankers from around the
state are expected for this meetSUPPLY OF SEEDS TO
ing, at which time they will dis
IN STATE
cuss loans which they will later
DISTRIBUTE
seek to have the agency approve.
The other members of the loan
Nestor
Congressman
Montoya
agency board are: A. G. Simms. has sent the following letter rela
president of the Citizens National tive to a supply of parden seeds
bank here, Lee Baldwin of Socor- and a limited amount of flower
ro, D. T. Hoskins of lias Vegas and seeds which he has received for
E. A. Cahoon of Roswell.
distribution to the people of the

0

TO

MEETING

state:
"Editor, Albuquerque
Journal,

Morning

"Albuquerque, N. M.
"My Dear Sir: Will you kindly

state in the columns of your val
uable newspaper that I have now,
"IS" Theater Repeating for the ready for distribution to the people
Inst time today, Kebe Daniels as of the state, 20,000
packages of
th leading star in "The Speed vegetable seed and 2,000 packages
Girl," a Realart picture; also re- of flower seed. Requests for seed

peating the "KVrdle and I'orcy"
comedy, "A Chili Romance," and
the "Current Events'' pictures.
Crystal Opera House The' famous J. M. Busby minstrels, with
band and orchestra, will be the
great attraction at the Crystal this
evening. If you have not already
secured your tickets, get them today.
Lyric Theater
a
"Courage."
great picture presented by Albert
A. Kaufman, is being repeated for
the last time today; also repeating
Buster Kenton as the star in "The
Goat."
J n M Ime Then tor
Con wa y Tearl e
is still at the Pastime theater
starring In the Selznlck picture.
"After Midnight:" also repeating
the Harold Lloyd comecly. "Bliss,"
in which Lloyd Is the main Btar,
and tho "Fox News" pictures.

services for
held at 10
at 419 North BAPTIST MEN'S CLASS
H. A. Cooper
ENDORSES ACTION

TO
STOP SUNDAY DANCES

'at

.

t- -

158

Taxi & Baggage

158'

Bj The Anorlulfd Frew.)
Oct. 30. China's
Washington,
advance guard to the Washington
The
conference arrived tonight.
more than ninety memDers ot ine
nartv were received by government
officials, and were given an ovation
Yy crowds.
The Chinese delegation was the
second official body to arrive in
response to the president's invitation to participate in the discussion by nine nations of Pacific and
Far Eastern problems, the first
Japanese detachment having ar
rived last Sunday. Others are
scheduled to arrive this week.
will
The American delegates
hold their third preparatory sesand Secretary
tomorrow,
sion
Hughes has indicated gratifying
made.
progress has been
Courtesies Exchanged.
After formal exchanges of cour- and
tesies between the Chinese
American officials, tne Playing or
national anthems by the military
band, the visitors were escorted
by cavalry troops to their residences, the Chinese legation and
hotel apartments.
Crowds lined the streets, ap- olauding.
Liang Ju Hao headed the delegation with the official designaProminent
tion of "Adviser."
among the delegates were Vice Admiral T. Sal Ting Kan and Lo
Wen-Kaas associated advisers
counsellor to
and Chung
the delegation, the principal members of which will arrive later.
Delegates Impressed.
Many of the delegates appeared
with
to be unusually
impressed
their first view of- - Washington.
Leaving the president's room at
the union station, the official party debouched on the plaza.
Immediately in front, occupying
the center of the picture formed
congressionby the dimly outlined
al building and-- framed
by the
heavy marble columns of the station was the dome of the capitol,
brilliantly illuminated.
Prominent among the welcoming throngs were representatives of
the Chinese gospel missions, whose
more than 500 members Joined the
official reception party.

should be made direct to me, care
of Room 145, House Office BuildD. C.
All re
ing Washington
quests should be in before Decem
ber 1.
"Thanking you for this favor, I
am
very truly yours,
"NESTOR MONTOYA."

HALLOWE'EN PARTY IS
GIVEN BY MISSES N0E
Misses Thelma and Beatrice Noe
entertained a number of friends at
a Halloween party at their home,
417
South High street, Satur1-

The guests were
day night.
costumes.
dressed In Halloween
The program consisted of music
furnished by Bernard Wright, L.
R. Allen. B. A. Noe and the hostesses, dancing and "diving" for
apples'. Refreshments were served. Those invited were:
Misses
Sarah Fcrrall, Helen Sievert, Florence Reynolds, Adelia Elder, Mildred Suggs, Mae Lynch, Elizabeth
Strong, Constance Ratagic, Helen
Ollle
Haynes, Forrest Appleby,
Pitt and Gladys Howard: Messrs.
Harold Johnson. Paul Schaeffer,
Bob Elder,
Samuel
Goodwin.
Charles Strove, Bruce-GreeCarl
Horace
Allen,
Moore, Vollie
Brown, Bernard Wright and John
Oldaker.
n,

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

More Than $35,000 During Summer, They Say.
(By The AMOclated

PreM.)

Colorado Springs, Colo.. iOct. 30.
Following the arrest here last
night of two men and three women
and the seizure of 100 cases of
bonded whisky,
alleged to have
been brought here from Juarez,
Mexico, local authorities today
were checking up on the stories
told by the prisoners implicating
prominent local citizens as purchasers of the liquor.
The men arrested gave their
names as C. E. Weston and C. I
Olson. Names of the women were
withheld by the police. The men
were taken into custody as they
drove into Colorado Springs with a
truck loaded with whisky. They
are said to have admitted to the
officers that they have made four
trips from the border In the past
six weeks and declared they had
made profits of more than 35,000
during the summer.a statement
by
According to
Sheriff Weir, of El "aso county,
the men told them they had been
selling the whisky to local and
Denver clubs. Thev also said, according to Sheriff Weir, that all of
the load seized yesterday had been
to local clubs,
sold In advance
hotels and individuals.
of the pair
admissions
The alleged
are being investigated, Sheriff Weir
said.

CAPT. HARDY ARRIVES
FOR

EXHIBITION

OF

TENT

(By Tba Associated Treat.)

Denver, Colo., Oct. 30. Molds
for the manufacture of counterfeit
$20 gold pieces, silver dollars and
half dollars, were seized from a
tent in the municipal automobile
grounds here tonight by Roland K.
Goddard, chief of the United States
secret service in this i district.
Following the seizure, (Jackson
Darling, said to have come here a
few days ago from Detroit, Mich.,
was arrested on a charge ot vagrancy. He is alleged to be owner
of the tent in which the molds were
found.
Darling is an organizer
for the Teamsters' and Chauffeurs'
union of Detroit, according t3
No counterfeit coins have been
made here with the molds seized
tonight, Goddard declared.

OCR

WATCH REPAIRING

IT

Prices, 55c, 85c and $1.10,

VANN

Inspector, Santa Fe Ry

Watch

"THE SPEED GSIIL"
COAL $11.50

A

car In now. All who
have orders in should call up,
60 -- ton

as we have lost some addresses.

LOCAL

RIFLE GROUP

R. G. Sutherland was high gun
at tho shoot jot the Duke City Rifle
club held yestei.lay. The following ranges were shot: 200 yards off
hand, 300 yards slow fire, kneeling
position. 500 and 600 yards prone.
The following scores were made
out of a possible 200: R. G. Sutherland, 163; C. A, Spahr, 160; C.
Charles Grossman,
A. Hall, 157;
163; L. B. Aclson, 162; A, Vierhel-lc- r,
127; Clyde Donaldson, 117,

Fostoffice.

Wa furnish any kind of a BOOK
obtainable through tha trade, that
we ii" not have in Mock, at publish-

er'!

price.

Strong's Book Store

'

Prats.)
Tacoma, Wash., Oct, 30. A man,
a' woman
and two ' young girls

were killed in a collision of the
automobile In ' which they were
riding and a Great Northern passenger train at a grade crossing
near Roy, Wash., late today.
All are unidentified. The car's
license number Indicated it be
longed to "D. Lamping," of Tacoma,
but no person of that name Is
known here.

DON'T

t

,

;
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(CONTINt'OCS

rERFOiLMANCE

FROM

ALBERT A. KAUFMAN

CAFETERIA

1

TO 11 P. 81.)

Presents

A SIDNEY A. FRANKLIN Production
A Dramatic Conflict of Wifely Loyalty
and Wifely Happiness Also

Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. ni.
Corner Fourth and Central.

We Are on the Job

buster

Yonr Trunk Hauled for

25 Cents
Transfer

Call Albuquerque
Phone 512.

The Comedian

Co.

A

Phone

122 S.

B03-- J.

4th

mm

Who Never Smiles in

"THE

The Jeweler

Two-Pa-

rt

REGULAR

GOAT"
Comedy
PRICES

St.

HAVE YOU A SUPPLY OF COAL?
Can we not fill your bin with good clean dependable fuel.
CERRILLOS AND GALLUP LUMP AM) FGG
ANTHRACITE
FOR FURNACE ANI BASKIH'RXER
CEDAR FACTORY WOOD AND' KINDLING.
Place S'our Order Today.

NEW CARS

HAHN GOAL COMPANY
PHONE 91.
Quality

Service
Always.

First.

Patrons are requested to place
orders for shelled plnon nuts well
In advance In order to be
promptly

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

Albuquerque. , 7:45
in Santa Fe. . ,10:45
4:30
Santa Fe
In Albuquerque 7:30

Phone

served.
am
am

Singer Cigar
West Central

4 or 5
'

Grand Masked Carnival Ball
Confetti and Everything

Colombo
Hall Tonight
HALLOWE'EN
TWO GRAND PRIZES FOR BEST CQSTUMES
Yours for a (tood Time
Music by

STEP LIVELY SYNCOPATORS
ORCII ESTRA

To rephire that broken window
glass. Alhnquerqne Lumber Co..
Phone 421.
423 North First

pm

TAXI
SINGER
Store.
Office
210

Fannie S. Spitz, 823 North
Tel. 802. Mail orders
careful
given
attention.

Tenth St.

Let Us Send a Man

pm

600

Trucks Bring Comfort to Tour Home.

E

yum.;

AT

KAT

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

"

f Hwumimmiuji,! un,y,niii. ijtuimn

BRACY'S

Gallnp, Dawson, Canon City, Coke, Wood all kinds

;'

EVENTS"

Regular Prices.

Benefit Dance

Fuel

FORGET

"FERDIE & PERCY" Comedy

rt

"CDREHT

At Barelas Society Hall, Wednesday Night, November 2nd,
1921. Music by Sand Storm Jazz
) VFKYBODY
WKLCOM E

For Service and Quality In

Let Oar

ROMARCE"

LAST TIME TODAY

Building

CALL

ATTRACTIONS

um

Nice Roasted Pinons
15c per pound
ROBERT MACPHERSON
1114 West Central

J.

(By The AmocIsM

record--

CHILI

-

The Watch Maker.

AUTO COLLIDES WITH
TRAIN;4 ARE KILLED

Two-Pa-

The Book Emporium of
the Southwest

Post,

Mainsprings,
cleaning jewels,
staffs, $1.50 each.
American Swiss or English
Makes.
117 South First.
Phone 9 17--

"A
A

STAGE

J. W. BRASFIELD

ADDED

206 W. Silver

Phone 217.

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, Gems, Laces.
Opposite

hundred-and-twenty-funpow-

Expert Watch. Clock and Jewelrv
Ail
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite

five-roo-

T""nsr
WR IHHT'S Indian

'
beating comedy with "The Good Little Bad Girl" at the
wheel. Step on it!

STORE

FOGG,

FOR SALE BY OVVNKR
modern
pre3S brick pnd new
modorn except heat. ,Both Id
modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Gold, lust
Call
at
completing.
821 W. Silver.
Phone 1049--

lust finished

DANIELS
IN

CURIOS

IN SUNDAY SHOOT OF

BEBE

STORE

MATSON'S

MEDICATED AND SULPHUR
Capt. A. H. Hardy of Denver,
BATHS
who is to give an exhibition of fanGraduate nurse and masseuse
cy shooting with rifle, revolver and
in
attendance Shampooing and
here with
shotgun, has arrived
scalp treatments a specialty.
Mrs. Hardy. The demonstration is
Call
for appointment.
unito be given at the end of the
MRS. TERRY DEAMER, Prop.
versity street car line at 3 o'clock
Phone 685-508' W. Central
Wednesday afternoon.
visit
will
Mrs.
and
Hardy
Capt.
their daughter. Miss Madalyn Hardy, who is an Instructor In the
high school.
NAVAJO
RUGS

SUTHERLAND IS HIGH

''THE SPEED GIRL"

(Including Tax)
Tickets on Sale Now at

Most Meet the Rigid Requlrementc
lo Time Service

of the Santa
Department.

Rossiter McConnell

-

J. M. BUSBY

EXPERTRIFLE SHOTS

Charles E. Scott purchased a lot
Stanford avenue south of Coal DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
yesterday and is now planning to
lobbing promptly attended to
'
build.
Cement work and floor sanding
The two daughters of Mrs. 17. E.
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.
Gilchrist gave a Hallowo'en party
to their school friends Friday even
ing. Games and dainty refreshments were enjoyed by all.
A prominent resident of the city
let a contract for a- new home on
the Heights yesterday.
Now guess
For a limited time only we will
who it Is.
clean your watch for $1.60.
new water taps have
Thirty-eigbeen made on the Heights In the Expert workmanship guaranteed
Means
that Wiseman's Watch Shop
past two months.
215 Sooth Second
many more new homes,
on

flilltl

Mun-Ye-

FROM

IPS.

LAST TIME TODAY
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

n,

Persons Arrested at MOLDS FOR MAKING OF
COUNTERFEIT MONEY
Colorado Springs Made
A
SEIZED

on1

fl

TONIGHT

More Than 90 Members of
the Party Received By
Government Officials and
Are Given an Ovation.

AUTO DEALERS PASS
RESOLUTION OF DEATH
Five
CUDABAC
OF

Music and Jewelry Store

Theaters Today

SILL1

FORTUNE AS RUM

Roth man's

CLUSTER Funeral services for
Mrs. Martha Cluster will ne held
The Convention Bible class of the
11 o'clock this morning
from
the C. T. French chapel. Burial In First Baptist rhurch of Albuquerque, with a membership of about
Fairview.
forty men. who meet at the Y, M.
C. A. building each
SANCHEZ
Sunday mornMaria Chavez de
t
Bible study, spent a large
Sanchez, 34 years of age, daughter ing for
of Mr. and Mrs. Juan Bautista de part of the leison period yesterday
dlscuss'ng and approving
'Chavez, died last night at her resi- morning
the actions of Sheriff Tony
Ortiz
dence, 430 West Pacific avenue, and
District
111 with
Attorney E. B. Garcia
,&fter being
pneumonia for
one month and sixteen days. Her in their efforts to stop Sunday
husband, Francisco Sanchez; her dancing.
Agreeing with those of flcials that
sister. Eeavelita Chavez; a brother, these
dances are not innocent
'Guadalupe Chavez, and her mot- amusements,
tobut
her, JTelesfora Chavez, survive her. ward drunkenness, contribute and
fighting
The body was taken
Garcia & moral laxity, the class
unaniby
'Sons. Funeral arrangements w':i mous vote of those
present authoriannounced when word is receiv
'b)
to
resolutions
zed
effect
the
that it
LPd from relatives from out of town.
heartily endorse the actions of the
In
officials
to
county
stop
CITJ EI.FX'TRIO BHOR SHOP
trying
dances and in which tho memfbW M7-- Call CIS South 6cond. the
,
bers of the class pledged their supfree
and Drllverr.
port Individually as citizens and
U We deliver any size any collectively as a body, in this important step.

Phone 939,

Can you Imagine anyone being
a scream on the stage using Just
an ordinary snare drum? Well,
Lessas Brown, with the famous
Bushy Minstrels who appear at the
opera house tonight at 8:15 o'clock
is what the" show people call a
"riot." his act is eo entirely different from anything ever seen that
the audience seem to want more
and more, while his comedy is so cific coast.
refreshing lie has to respond to
encore upon encore. This young
man has a bright future, and what
is most pleasing he does not seem
to show he has talent, Just acts
natural, and as though he enjoyed
playing his drum and making
funny faces.
This is only one of fifteen vaudeville acts offered by this well
who have
known organization,
been before the public for the past
e
thirty-threyears.

CLEARED

BEADED BAGS,
MOCASSINS, CURIOS,
PILLOW TOPS,
RUGS,
BASKETS,
NAVAJO JEWELRY

DEATHS AND FUNERALS

John and

Construction

Also

"FOX NEWS,"

Mrs. Taji and children,
X arte.

j

Crystal Opera House

WASHINGTON

IN

Rev. J. C. Jones, Roswell;
Rev. W. S. Vanderpool,
El Paso, and Rev. C. C.
Higbee to Act.

Monarch baked beans, not just cooked beans. They are baked.
2 oz. 15c
meal. Price for
So handy to serve for a hurry-u- p
50c
Estancia butter, lb

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD
SIS Marble Atdd

E

AFTERNOON

home-grow-

October 31, 1921.

MORNING JOURNAL

Have a home where things
grow
Anderson Addition No. 2, on North
Eighth street Large lots, rich soil, alfalfa, ditch water.
Anderson Addition, North Fourth street,
near the school, paved street. Close in.
$20 Down, $10 a Month.
FRANKLIN & CO.
Third and Gold Realtors;
Phone 657

GUARANTEED COAL
Gallup

Sugarite

Swastika

Brilliant

Direct from the cars or from
weatherproof bins.

NEW STATE COAL CO.
Phone 35
Our Coal Makes Good, or We Do.

'k
:

